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Abstract: The shortage of resources and increasing climate changes have brought the need for
sustainable and renewable resources to people’s attention. Biomass is an earth-abundant material and
has great potential as a feedstock for alternative fuels and chemicals. For the effective utilization of
biomass, this biopolymer has to be depolymerized and transformed into key building blocks and/or
the targeted products, and biological or chemical catalysts are commonly used for the rapid and
energy-efficient reactions. This Special Issue introduces recent advances in the catalytic conversion of
biomass into biofuels and value-added products.

Keywords: biomass; catalysts; solvents

Over the past several decades, petroleum has been used as an essential resource in our lives.
However, the rapid increase in the consumption of petroleum-based resources and environmental
issues such as greenhouse gas emissions and climate change demand the use of alternative resources.
Compared to other renewable sources, such as solar, wind, hydro, and geothermal, biomass has a
broader spectrum of applications (e.g., biofuels, biochemicals, biomaterials). However, in order to utilize
biomass, its rigid cell wall structures need to be deconstructed and selectively fractionated in advance.
The cell walls of biomass are mainly composed of cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin with other minor
components such as extractives, ash, and protein. Recalcitrance factors, including crystalline cellulose,
acetylated xylan, lignin, lignin-carbohydrate complex, and inorganic components, must be removed or
at least reduced to some extent for effective biomass conversion [1,2].

Pretreatment is designed to eliminate these factors using various solvents and catalysts.
Hydrothermal, acid, alkaline, organosolv and other methods have been applied to improve the biological
conversion of cellulose and hemicellulose into biofuels and biochemicals [3–6]. Notable enhancements
in enzymatic hydrolysis and fermentation were reported with these pretreatments. In addition, robust
and effective biocatalysts (i.e., enzymes) and microorganisms have solved many technical problems.
Unfortunately, due to the low price of petroleum-based resources these days, these bio-products are
not cost-competitive by themselves.

Further enhancement of the efficiency of biomass conversion process and valorization of
by-products such as lignin are the possible solutions to overcome this challenge. Several solvents,
such as ionic liquids, deep eutectic solvents, molten salt hydrates, and cellulose-derived solvents,
have been designed to improve the biomass conversion [7–10]. These solvents provided similar
or better biomass conversion under milder conditions compared to the traditional pretreatments.
Many catalysts were also designed for improving other key reactions such as hydrolysis, isomerization,
hydrogenation, and oxidation of carbohydrates and lignin [11–14]. In particular, solid heterogeneous

Energies 2020, 13, 5438; doi:10.3390/en13205438 www.mdpi.com/journal/energies1
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catalysts have much better catalyst recyclability and product separation than homogeneous catalysts
and biocatalysts [15,16].

Fractionation strategies for co-utilizing hemicellulose and lignin have also been studied.
The fractionation process aims to separate the unnecessary components from the main product
stream with high purity and yield. Therefore, finding and applying a selective as well as an effective
catalyst and solvent are crucial. A biphasic solvent system [10] or co-solvent system mixed with an
organic and aqueous solution [17] specifically increased the recovery of hydrophobic components
(e.g., lignin) and degradation products (e.g., furfural and HMF) by preventing unwanted side reactions
in aqueous environments. In addition to the high separation efficiency of each component, fractionation
can preserve the quality of the separated components by minimizing their condensation and formation
of pseudo-lignin.

Both solvents and catalysts play an important role in biomass conversion. This Special Issue
introduces a recent catalytic biomass conversion and upgrade approaches. The published articles
provide a clue to solve the technical and economic challenges in biomass utilization.

Funding: This article received no external funding.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: For the effective utilization of rice husk, organosolv fractionation was investigated to
separate three main components (glucan, xylose, and lignin) with low acid concentration. Reaction
temperatures of 170–190 ◦C, ethanol concentrations of 50%–70% (v/v), and sulfuric acid concentrations
of 0%–0.7% (w/v) were investigated, with the reaction time and liquid-to-solid ratio kept constant at
60 min and 10, respectively. The fractionation conditions for the efficient separation into the three
components of rice husk were determined to be 180 ◦C, 60% (v/v) of ethanol, and 0.25% (w/v) of
sulfuric acid. Under these fractionation conditions, 86.8% of the xylan and 77.5% of the lignin were
removed from the rice husk, and xylose and lignin were obtained from the liquid in 67.6% and 49.8%
yields, respectively. The glucan digestibility of the fractionated rice husk was 85.2% with an enzyme
loading of 15 FPU (filter paper unit) of cellulase per g-glucan.

Keywords: biomass; xylan; lignin; cellulose; pretreatment

1. Introduction

World rice production is 685 million tons per year, and 137 million tons of rice husk (RH) is
generated [1]. Despite the enormous amount of RH, most of it is burned or buried in the ground
because of lax environmental standards and technological limitations [2]. However, researchers
have been attempting to develop efficient uses for RH. Because of its high ash content, RH has been
studied in fields such as absorbents, coatings, pigments, the cement industry, insulators, rubber, and
electronics [3]. However, these studies have focused only on the ash content of RH, which cannot be
considered an efficient use. The composition of RH differs by location but typically includes 49.5% to
64.2% carbohydrates, including cellulose and hemicellulose, and 13.5% to 40.2% lignin [4]. In general,
carbohydrates and lignin are sources of high-value-added materials in the biorefinery field. For
example, pure cellulose can be converted into fibers or energy and hemicellulose can be converted into
high-value-added materials such as furfural, succinic acid, and xylooligosaccharide [5]. Lignin can be
used as phenolic platform chemicals such as catechols, cresols, or hydrocarbon precursors [6]. Therefore,
the fractionation of lignocellulosic biomass into major components such as cellulose, hemicellulose,
and lignin is an effective method to use RH [5].

Different catalysts, including acids, alkalis, organic solvents, and ionic liquids, have been used to
separate the major components of lignocellulosic biomass [7]. Among these chemicals, organic solvents
offer numerous advantages. Organic solvent (organosolv) fractionation can separate RH into three
major components in a single process and therefore assist downstream processing, e.g., enzymatic

Energies 2019, 12, 1800; doi:10.3390/en12091800 www.mdpi.com/journal/energies5
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hydrolysis [8]. When ethanol (EtOH) is used as an organic solvent, it can dissolve hemicellulose and
lignin in the liquid hydrolyzate while leaving a high content of cellulose in the residual solid. The
removal of hemicellulose and lignin from biomass improves the enzymatic digestibility of cellulose by
increasing enzyme accessibility [9]. The lignin extracted into the liquid can be easily precipitated by
exploiting the difference in EtOH solubility, and high-quality, high-purity lignin is precipitated [10].
Additional advantages of organosolv-precipitated lignin include a low molecular weight, uniform
molecular weight distribution, hydrophobicity, and a low glass transition temperature, which makes
the precipitated lignin easy to use in various applications, as previously mentioned [11]. Furthermore,
EtOH can be easily recovered and recycled, which is economically advantageous [12]. Although EtOH
is known to exhibit high solubilization of lignin, it is generally used in conjunction with an added
acid catalyst. The use of an acid catalyst not only leads to a mild reaction but also decomposes the
carbohydrate-lignin complex more easily than when an acid catalyst is not used [9,13]. Therefore, the
use of an appropriate acid catalyst can improve the efficiency of the fractionation process.

The purpose of this study is to effectively extract xylose and lignin from RH and to improve
the enzymatic digestibility of fractionated solids. The EtOH organosolv process was evaluated at
various independent variables (reaction temperatures, EtOH concentrations, and sulfuric acid (SA)
concentrations). The effects of independent variables were determined in order to selectively extract
the desired component in one stage process. In addition, the chemical characteristics of acid-free and
acid-catalyzed organosolv precipitated lignin were compared.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Organosolv Fractionation of RH

2.1.1. Organosolv Fractionation with Reaction Temperature and EtOH Concentration

Figure 1 presents the compositions of fractionated solid after organosolv fractionation (acid-free)
under various reaction conditions. The effects of different reaction temperatures (170–190 ◦C) and EtOH
concentrations (50%–70%) were investigated. As shown in Figure 1, the glucan and xylan contents
in the fractionated solid were better retained at high EtOH concentrations (70%) than at low EtOH
concentration (50%) at all of the investigated reaction temperatures (170–190 ◦C). This phenomenon
is attributed to the hydrolysis reaction of water at different EtOH–water ratios. That is, a low EtOH
concentration means a high concentration of hydronium ions, which would increase the reaction
severity [14,15]. The pH at initial EtOH concentrations of 50%, 60%, and 70% were 6.24, 6.25, and 6.25,
respectively; however, after reaction (170 ◦C, 60 min, liquid-to-solid (L/S) ratio of 10), the pH levels of
50%, 60%, and 70% EtOH solutions were 3.32, 4.12, and 4.89, respectively. These results are consistent
with the results of the liquid hydrolyzate analysis shown in Figure 2. As the EtOH concentration
(50%–70%) and reaction temperature (170–190 ◦C) were increased, smaller amounts of sugars (glucose
and xylose) and byproducts (formic acid, acetic acid, levulinic acid, 5-HMF, and furfural) were released
in the liquid hydrolyzate. As byproducts (except for acetic acid) are produced by the decomposition
of cellulose and hemicellulose, they are generally used as an indicator of reaction severity [16]. In
particular, the 5-HMF was generated under the most severe reaction conditions (190 ◦C, 50%) via
hexose decomposition. Under these conditions (190 ◦C, 50%), the lignin extraction yield was only
46.0%; thus, large amounts of lignin remained in the solids.
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 1. Effects of reaction temperature and EtOH concentration on the chemical compositions of
the raw and fractionated solids of rice husk: (a) 170 ◦C, (b) 180 ◦C, and (c) 190 ◦C. Note: reaction
conditions: 170–190 ◦C, 50%–70% EtOH concentration.

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2. Effects of reaction temperature and EtOH concentration on the sugar extraction yield and
byproducts concentration of liquid hydrolyzate: (a) 170 ◦C, (b) 180 ◦C, and (c) 190 ◦C. Note: reaction
conditions: 170–190 ◦C, 50%–70% EtOH concentration.

The SA was added as an acid catalyst to improve the organosolv fractionation performance.
Figure 3 presents the effects of reaction temperature (180 ◦C, 190 ◦C) and EtOH concentration (50%–70%)
on the chemical composition of the fractionated solid. As shown in Figure 3, the xylan content decreased
under all of the investigated reaction conditions. In particular, xylan was not detected under the
conditions of 190 ◦C and 50% or 60% EtOH concentration. However, as shown in Figure 4, xylose
extracted from the RH was not present in the liquid hydrolyzate. The formation of furfural indicates
decomposition of the pentose sugar (xylose), which in turn indicates an increase in the severity of
the reaction conditions. As shown in Figure 4, the xylose extraction yield of liquid hydrolyzate was
greater at 180 ◦C than at 190◦C, which means that xylose was decomposed into furfural because of
the severe conditions (190 ◦C). However, as shown in Figure 3, the glucan content (88.4%–90.3%) was
well preserved in the fractionated RH at 180 ◦C but was somewhat lower (76.1%–77.4%) at 190 ◦C. As
previously mentioned, glucose was considered to be decomposed into byproducts such as formic acid,
levulinic acid, and 5-HMF because of the severe reaction conditions at 190 ◦C (Figure 4).

7
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Effects of reaction temperature and EtOH concentration on the chemical compositions of raw
and fractionated solid of rice husk: (a) 180 ◦C and (b) 190 ◦C. Note: reaction conditions: 180–190 ◦C,
50%–70% EtOH concentration, 0.25% (w/v) H2SO4 concentration.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Effects of reaction temperature and EtOH concentration on the sugar extraction yield and the
byproducts concentration of liquid hydrolyzate: (a) 180 ◦C and (b) 190 ◦C. Note: reaction conditions:
180–190 ◦C, 50%–70% EtOH concentration, 0.25% (w/v) H2SO4 concentration.

The delignification yield tended to increase with increasing EtOH concentration. In general, a high
EtOH concentration increases the lignin solubility; however, Ni and Hu reported that lignin exhibited
maximal solubility at an EtOH concentration of 70% [17]. If the EtOH concentration exceeds 70%, the
lignin solubility decreases slightly. Therefore, the appropriate EtOH concentration for delignification is
likely in the range from 60% to 70%.

2.1.2. Acid-Catalyzed Organosolv Fractionation for Xylose and Lignin Extraction

The effect of acid concentration in the organosolv fractionation is shown in Figure 5. As the SA
concentration was increased from 0.15% to 0.7%, the glucan and xylan contents of the fractionated solid
decreased (Figure 5a). At an SA concentration of 0.7%, xylan was not present and the amount of glucan
was substantially decreased. The difference in SA concentration was confirmed more clearly in the
hydrolyzate results in Figure 5b. The xylose extraction yield increased with increasing SA concentration
from 0.15% to 0.25%. However, the highest xylose extraction yield (67.5%) was observed at 0.25%
and tended to decrease with increasing SA concentration as the SA concentration was progressively
increased to 0.7%. When hexose sugar (mainly glucose) is degraded under severe conditions, it is
converted into formic acid, levulinic acid, and 5-HMF. A large amount of formic acid, levulinic acid,
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and 5-HMF were produced at SA concentrations of 0.35% and 0.7%, accompanied by a substantial
decrease of the glucan content in the fractionated RH (Figure 5b). However, the change in lignin was
inconsequential as the SA concentration was increased from 0.25% to 0.7%. This result means that an
improvement of the delignification effect should not be expected at SA concentrations above a certain
concentration. In the present system, the optimal SA concentration was determined to be 0.25%.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Effects of reaction temperature and H2SO4 concentration on (a) the chemical compositions
of raw and fractionated solids of rice husk and (b) the sugar extraction yield and concentration of
byproducts of liquid hydrolyzate. Note: reaction conditions: 180–190 ◦C, 60% EtOH concentration,
0.15%–0.7% (w/v) H2SO4 concentration.

2.1.3. Comparison with Acid-Free and Acid-Catalyzed Organosolv Fractionation

The chemical compositions of raw and fractionated RH and the extraction yields of glucose
and xylose (under acid-free and acid-catalyzed conditions) are compared in Figure 6. The reaction
temperature, reaction time, and EtOH concentration were fixed at 180 ◦C, 60 min, and 60% (v/v),
respectively. As shown in Figure 6a, the glucan content did not show a dramatic difference under
acid-free and acid-catalyzed conditions. By contrast, the xylose and lignin extraction yields were
dramatically improved under acid catalysis. In addition, the xylose extraction yield under acid catalysis
was also improved more than twofold (Figure 6b). Thus, in organosolv fractionation, SA can improve
the xylose and lignin extraction yields.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Comparison of acid-free and acid-catalyzed organosolv fractionations: (a) chemical
composition of the fractionated RH and (b) the extraction yield of sugars. Note: reaction conditions:
acid free: 180 ◦C, 60% EtOH concentration; acid catalyzed: 180 ◦C, 60% EtOH concentration, 0.25%
H2SO4 (w/v) concentration.
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2.1.4. Enzymatic Hydrolysis Tests

The enzymatic hydrolysis tests were performed with raw and fractionated RH; the results
are present in Figure 7. The acid-catalyzed organosolv-fractionated RH showed 80.1% enzyme
digestibility in 24 h, and the maximum digestibility was 85.2% at 72 h. By contrast, the acid-free
organosolv-fractionated RH showed only 32.5% enzyme digestibility at 72 h and showed no appreciable
difference in enzyme digestibility from the raw RH (24.5%). This lack of improvement in enzyme
digestibility is attributed to xylan and phenolic compounds (lignin), which were insufficiently removed,
interfering with cellulase access to the fractionated RH.

Figure 7. Enzymatic digestibility profiles of raw and fractionated RH; acid free: 180 ◦C, 60% EtOH
concentration; acid catalyzed: 180 ◦C, 60% EtOH concentration, 0.25% H2SO4 (w/v) concentration.
Note: enzymatic hydrolysis conditions: 15 FPU of Cellic® CTec2/g-glucan, pH 4.8, 50 ◦C, and 150 rpm.

2.2. Chemical Characteristics of Organosolv-Fractionated Lignin

The hydroxyl groups, which include aliphatic hydroxyl groups, phenolic hydroxyl groups
(p-hydroxyphenyl units, guaiacyl units, and syringyl units), and carboxyl groups of lignin, were
analyzed by 31P NMR. The amounts of hydroxyl groups were calculated on the basis of an internal
standard (cyclohexanol); the respective integrated peak areas are presented in Table 1. The Mn, Mw,
and PD of lignin were determined by GPC; the results are presented in Table 1. As shown in Table 1, the
acid-catalyzed organosolv-fractionated lignin contained higher concentrations of phenolic hydroxyl
groups and carboxyl groups compared with the acid-free organosolv-fractionated lignin. This result
is related to the severity of the reaction. In general, the β-aryl ether linkage is known to occupy
50% of the lignin structure [18]. With increasing reaction severity, phenolic hydroxyl and carboxyl
groups generate more aromatic monomers through cleavage of the β-O-4 linkage [19]. Furthermore,
cleaving β-O-4 linkages causes a decrease in lignin molecular weight [20]. These results are consistent
with the molecular-weight results shown in Table 1, where the molecular weight of acid-catalyzed
organosolv-fractionated lignin was higher than that of acid-free organosolv-fractionated lignin
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Table 1. Hydroxyl groups and molecular weight of acid-free and acid-catalyzed organosolv precipitated
lignin from RH.

Content Classify Unit Acid-Free Acid Catalyzed

Hydroxyl group

Aliphatic unit mmol/g 2.84 2.76
p-Hydroxyphenyl unit mmol/g 0.49 0.50

Guaiacyl unit mmol/g 1.19 1.62
Syringyl unit mmol/g 0.54 0.56
Phenols unit mmol/g 2.21 2.68

Carbonyl unit mmol/g 0.04 0.09

Molecular weight
Mn

1 g/mol 1296 1073
Mw

2 g/mol 1627 1422
PDI 3 - 1.26 1.33

1 Number-average molecular weight, 2 Weight-average molecular weight, 3 Polydispersity index (Mw/Mn).

The previously presented results indicate that the acid-catalyzed organosolv-fractionated lignin
has a low molecular weight, uniform molecular weight distribution, and a high concentration of
phenolic hydroxyl groups. The phenolic hydroxyl groups increase the reactivity of lignin toward
formaldehyde when aromatic polymers are used in phenolic resin formulations [21,22]. Therefore,
lignin with these characteristics would be suitable for application in the biorefinery field.

2.3. Overall Fractionation Yield and Total Mass Balance

The extraction mass balance (EMB) of raw and fractionated RH was present in Table 2. In the
acid-free organosolv fractionation, 91.8% of glucan was preserved from the fractionated RH and
31.6% of xylose and 11.0% of lignin were obtained from the liquid hydrolyzate. By contrast, in the
acid-catalyzed organosolv fractionation, 89.9% of glucan was preserved from the fractionated RH and
67.6% of xylose and 49.8% of lignin were obtained from the liquid hydrolyzate. As the P lignin shown in
Table 2 was lignin precipitated from liquid hydrolyzate, conclusively, three main components (glucan,
xylose, and lignin) of RH were separated. Therefore, the acid-catalyzed organosolv pretreatment is a
valuable process to fractionate three main components for RH in the biorefinery field.

Table 2. Extraction mass balance of sugars and lignin with acid-free acid acid catalyzed orgarnosolv
fractionation of RH.

Sample S.R. [%]
Solid [%] Liquid [%] EMB 1 [%]

Glucan Xylan Lignin Glucose Xylose P. Lignin 2 Glucan Xylan Lignin

Raw RH 100 35.5 13.6 22.7 - - - - - -

Acid-Free
Fractionated

71.7
46.9 12.0 20.8

1.6 4.3 2.5 99.2 94.7 76.7
Fractionated 3 32.6 8.6 14.9

Component Retention [%] 91.8 63.7 65.6 - - - - - -

Acid
Catalyzed

Fractionated
50.9

62.7 2.0 10.0
3.3 9.2 11.3 99.2 75.6 72.2

Fractionated 3 31.9 1.0 5.1

Component Retention [%] 89.9 7.4 22.5 - - - - -

Fractionation conditions: Acid-free: 180 ◦C, 60 min, 60% (v/v) EtOH; acid catalyzed: 180 ◦C, 60 min, 60% (v/v)
EtOH, 0.25% (w/v) H2SO4. 1 Extraction mass balance (EMB) = (

∑
CLi +

∑
CSi)/(

∑
CRi), where Ci is the mass of each

component as CLi, as determined through HPLC chromatography. The subscripts L, S, and R refer to the extracted
liquid, fractionated solids, and raw fractions respectively. 2 Precipitated lignin from liquid hydrolyzate. 3 Data are
based on the oven-dried raw biomass.

The simplified flowchart and an overall mass balance of the acid-catalyzed organosolv fractionation
and consecutive enzymatic hydrolysis are summarized in Figure 8. Most of the hemicellulose and lignin
were separated from the RH by organosolv fractionation with SA. Under the optimized conditions,
approximately 49.9 g of the mass fraction was solubilized into liquid hydrolysate, which involved
discharging 11.8 g of xylan, 17.6 g of lignin, and 4.7 g of glucan (based on 100 g of raw RH) from the
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reactor for recovery of lignin by the precipitation method. The residual solid, i.e., 50.1 g of acid-catalyzed
fractionated RH, was subjected to consecutive enzymatic hydrolysis. The liquor resulting from the
enzymatic hydrolysis had a sugar fraction including 30.0 g of glucose and 1.5 g of xylose, which could
be easily used for microbial fermentation. The acid-catalyzed organosolv fractionation was assumed to
have greatly increased the cellulase effectiveness through the removal of hemicellulose and lignin.

Figure 8. Overall mass balance of the organosolv fractionation process of RH under optimal conditions.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Materials

RH was harvested at Gimpo-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea and collected in 2017. The RH was ground
with a blend mill (Blender 7012s, Waring Commercial, Stamford, CT, USA) and then sieved to a nominal
size of 14–45 mesh (from 0.36 to 1.4 mm). The ground RH was placed in a convection oven at 45 ±
5 ◦C for 48 h and then stored in an automatic dehumidification desiccator until used. The average
moisture content of the dried RH was 4.3% during the experiment. The composition of the RH was
determined by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL, Golden, CO, USA) Laboratory
Standard Procedure (LAP) [23–28]. The chemical composition of the raw RH was 35.6% glucan, 13.6%
xylan, 1.7% arabinan, 22.7% acid insoluble lignin (AIL), 0.7% acid-soluble lignin (ASL), 1.2% EtOH
extractives, 6.6% water extractives, and 15.7% ash (n = 3, standard deviations < 0.8).

EtOH (cat. no. E7023), sodium azide (cat. no. S2002), tetrahydrofuran (THF, cat. no. 401757),
pyridine (cat. no. 270970), chloroform-d (cat. no. 151858), cyclohexanol (cat. no. 105899), chromium(III)
acetylacetonate (cat. no. 574082), 2-chloro-4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-1,2,3-dioxaphospholane (TMDP, cat. no.
447536), and cellulase enzyme Cellic® CTec2 (Novozymes, A/S Bagsvaerd, Denmark) were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich Korea.

3.2. Experimental Setup and Operation

The batch reactor used for the organosolv fractionation process consisted of reaction baths (a
molten salt bath and a silicone oil bath) and a cooling bath (water bath). The temperatures of the
molten salt bath and the silicone oil bath could be driven to 250 ◦C and 200 ◦C, respectively. The
molten salt bath was used for preheating to the target temperature, the silicone oil bath was used
for maintaining the reaction temperature, and the water bath was used for cooling. The average
preheating time was less than 1.0 min under all of the investigated reaction temperature conditions.
The fractionation reactor, a bomb tubular reactor, was constructed of SS-316L tubing with a 10.9 mm
ID and a 150 mm length (14.0 cm3 internal volume). The temperatures of the reaction baths and
fractionation reactors were measured continuously with high-temperature thermocouples (catalog
number HY-72D, Hanyoung Nux, Incheon, Korea). The timer and movement controller were set up to
control the reaction time and movement of the fractionation reactors, respectively.
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When the reaction was completed, the liquid samples were removed from the reactor, diluted
threefold with deionized (DI) water to precipitate the lignin, and then evaporated in a drying oven at
55 ◦C for 4 h. The liquid samples were analyzed to determine their concentrations of carbohydrates (i.e.,
glucose, xylose, and arabinose) and byproducts. The fractionated solids discharged from the reactor
were separated into two portions. One portion was dried using a convection oven for weight-loss
measurement and composition analysis. The other portion was subjected to an enzymatic digestibility
test in the wet state.

3.3. Enzymatic Digestibility Tests

The enzymatic digestibility test of raw and fractionated RH was determined according to the
NREL LAP [27]. The tests were conducted under the following conditions: 50 ◦C, pH 4.8 (0.05 M
sodium citrate buffer), 150 rpm in a shaking incubator (model VS-8480SFN, Vision Scientific Co.,
Bucheon, Korea) and 15 FPU g-glucan enzyme loadings. The average activity of the cellulase was
measured to be 119.4 FPU/mL. The initial glucan concentration was 1.0% (w/v) based on 100 mL of
total liquid in a 250 mL Erlenmeyer flask. To prevent microbial contamination, 1.0 mL of 20 mg/mL
sodium azide was added. Samples were collected periodically at appropriate sampling times (6, 12, 24,
48, and 72 h) and analyzed for hydrolyzed glucose using a high-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) system.

3.4. Composition Analysis of Raw and Fractionated RH

The chemical compositions of the solid and liquid samples were determined according to the
procedures of the NREL-LAP [24,25,28]. The extractives process was carried out in two steps using
water and EtOH consecutively. For the composition analysis of extractives-free and fractionated solids,
two-step acid hydrolysis was carried out.

An HPLC system (LC-10A, Shimadzu Inc., Kyoto, Japan) with a refractive index (RI) detector
(RID-10A, Shimadzu Inc., Kyoto, Japan) was used to determine the carbohydrate and organic acid
components of the samples. For analysis of monomeric sugars from the raw and fractionated RH
samples, a carbohydrate column (Aminex HPX-87P, Bio-Rad Inc., Hercules, CA, USA) was used;
HPLC-grade water was used as the mobile phase with a volumetric flow rate of 0.4 mL/min. The
samples were neutralized with calcium carbonate and filtered (0.2 μm pore size) before analysis.
The operating temperature of the column was 80 ◦C. The liquid hydrolysis samples and enzymatic
hydrolysis samples were analyzed using an organic acid column (Aminex HPX-87H, Bio-Rad Inc.,
Hercules, CA, USA); 5 mM SA was used as a mobile phase with a volumetric flow rate of 0.5 mL/min.
These samples were also neutralized with calcium carbonate and filtered (0.4 μm pore size) before
analysis. The operating temperature of the column was 65 ◦C.

3.5. Chemical Characterization of Organosolv Fractionated Lignin

The number-average molar mass (Mn), weight-average molar mass (Mw), and polydispersity (PD)
of the organosolv fractionated lignin samples were determined by gel permeation chromatography
(GPC, Ultimate 3000, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA, USA). For molecular-weight
determination, 3 mg of an acetylated lignin sample was dissolved in 2 mL of THF and filtered with
a 0.45 μm polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) syringe filter to remove impurities. The GPC system was
equipped with a Shodex column (KF-806L with Shodex KF-G guard column, Showa Denko, Tokyo,
Japan) and an RI detector (Refracto Max 520, Thermofisher Scientific Korea Ltd, Seoul, Korea); THF
was used as the mobile phase (1.0 mL/min); the injection volume was 20 μL.

31P NMR (Avance 600, Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA) spectra were recorded at 242.88 MHz and 256
scans with a 2 s pulse delay. For quantitative 31P NMR analysis, 20 mg of lignin sample was accurately
weighed and dissolved in 400 μL of solution A and 150 μL of solution B in a 5 mL vial. Solution A was
a mixture of pyridine and chloroform-d (CDCl3) at a ratio of 1.6:1 (v/v). Solution B was a mixture of
solution A (25 mL), cyclohexanol (100 mg), and chromium(III) acetylacetonate (90 mg). The dissolved
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liquid was vortexed for 5 min, 70 μL of TMDP was added to the solution, and the resultant mixture
was analyzed with the 31P NMR system.

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy (IRSpirit-L/T, Shimadzu Inc., Kyoto, Japan)
was used to determine the characteristic absorption peaks of the chemical functional groups in the
organosolv-fractionated lignin via the attenuated total reflectance (ATR) technique. Mid-IR spectra
were collected by averaging 40 scans collected at a resolution of 1 cm−1 over the wavenumber region
from 4000 to 500 cm−1.

4. Conclusions

The results of this work indicate that acid-catalyzed organosolv fractionation using a low reaction
severity (i.e., low acid concentration) is a worthwhile process in the field of biorefinery. Very pure lignin
fractions were recovered, and the resulting hydrolyzate, xylose-rich liquid fraction can potentially
be used for xylose-uptaking fermentations; similarly, the insoluble residue, the cellulose-rich solid
fraction, could potentially be readily hydrolyzed at a low enzyme loading into glucose. These findings
strongly suggest that a biorefinery procedure is required prior to a five-carbon fermentation process, as
well as catalytic conversion of fractionated lignin, for full valorization of the cellulosic biomass.
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Abstract: The enzymatic hydrolysis of cellulose from biomass feedstock in the sugar-based biorefinery
chain is penalized by enzyme cost and difficulty to approach the theoretical maximum cellulose
conversion degree. As a consequence, the process is currently investigated to identify the best
operating conditions with reference to each biomass feedstock. The present work reports an
investigation regarding the enzymatic hydrolysis of apple pomace (AP). AP is an agro-food waste
largely available in Europe that might be exploited as a sugar source for biorefinery purposes.
A biomass pre-treatment step was required before the enzymatic hydrolysis to make available
polysaccharides chains to the biocatalyst. The AP samples were pre-treated through alkaline (NaOH),
acid (HCl), and enzymatic (laccase) delignification processes to investigate the effect of lignin content
and polysaccharides composition on enzymatic hydrolysis. Enzymatic hydrolysis tests were carried
out using a commercial cocktail (Cellic®CTec2) of cellulolytic enzymes. The effect of mixing speed
and biomass concentration on the experimental overall glucose production rate was assessed. The
characterization of the glucose production rate by the assessment of pseudo-homogeneous kinetic
models was proposed. Data were analysed to assess kinetic parameters of pseudo-mechanistic
models able to describe the glucose production rate during AP enzymatic hydrolysis. In particular,
pseudo-homogeneous Michaelis and Menten, as well as Chrastil’s models were used. The effect of
lignin content on the enzymatic hydrolysis rate was evaluated. Chrastil’s model provided the best
description of the glucose production rate.

Keywords: enzymatic hydrolysis; waste biomass; kinetics; biomass pre-treatment

1. Introduction

The conversion of lignocellulosic biomass into bio-based chemicals according to the biorefinery
sugar-platform involves four main steps: (i) pre-treatment to remove/disaggregate the lignin structure;
(ii) enzymatic hydrolysis to convert polysaccharides into fermentable sugars; (iii) fermentation to
convert sugars into bio-based products; and (iv) recovery and concentration of the bio-based products [1].
The enzymatic conversion of cellulose into fermentable sugars is one of the bottlenecks of the whole
biorefinery chain. Indeed, the success of this step depends strongly on the operating conditions (e.g.,
temperature, pH, biomass/liquid ratio, enzyme loading), the effect of product inhibition on enzyme
catalysis [2], and the enzyme consumption (specific activity, stability, enzyme recycling strategies).
Altogether, these issues affect the overall production cost of the sugars. Zhang et al. [3] pointed out that
the incidence of the pre-treatment cost on the biofuel production is about 0.13–0.17 € per litre of ethanol,
a quite large fraction for the competitive biofuel cost that should be less than 0.6 €/L. In addition, the
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first pre-treatment aimed at delignification strongly affects the rate and the degree of conversion of
the enzymatic hydrolysis of polysaccharides. In particular, the nature of the pre-treatment (steam
explosion, chemical pre-treatment with acid or alkaline solvents, organosolv, biological, etc.) influence
the composition and the structure of the biomass substrate subjected to the enzymatic hydrolysis [4,5].

Some technical issues related to the enzymatic hydrolysis process are still open. Among these
issues, the selection of the reactor configuration and the optimization of sugar recovery can be tackled
based on quantitative information about enzymatic hydrolysis kinetics. With regard to the reactor
configuration, different valuable studies date back to the eighties [6,7]. Tan et al. [6] carried out the
enzymatic hydrolysis in a column reactor with continuous cellulase recycling to decrease the enzyme
consumption. Gusakov et al. [7] tested the cellulose conversion in a batch reactor and in a plug-flow
reactor to select the best configuration in terms of cellulose conversion. Nowadays, further studies
are focused on innovative strategies to combine two fundamental targets: the maximization of both
sugar concentration in the hydrolysate and polysaccharides conversion [8,9]. Typically, these two
targets are in contrast with one another: high biomass loading (15–20 wt%) favours high soluble sugar
concentration and low polysaccharides conversion, and low biomass loading (about 5 wt%) provides
low sugar concentration and high polysaccharides conversion. An effective strategy was proposed
by Xu et al. [8] to overcome this issue. They reported a two-step process that provided cellulose
conversion and a sugar concentration in the final hydrolysate that is higher than the conventional
single-step hydrolysis. The two-step process was based on the optimization of the enzyme adsorption
on the biomass during the first short stage of the process (about 1 h) and the successive optimization of
extensive hydrolysis during the second, long stage of the process (up to 48 h). A similar strategy was
modelled by González Quiroga et al. [9]. They proposed a two-step enzymatic hydrolysis at different
biomass loadings in different continuous reactors.

The further development of the proposed two-step strategies asks for the quantitative
characterization of the hydrolysis of cellulose in real biomass. Hydrolysis is a heterogeneous process that
includes [10,11] liquid–solid transfer of biocatalyst, enzymes adsorption on biomass surface, enzyme
complexation with the polysaccharide chains, and cellulose and hemicellulose enzymatic hydrolysis.
The last step may be affected by product inhibition, too. The rate of each of the listed phenomena
depends on biomass structure, biomass loading, type of biocatalyst, and reactor configuration. As
a consequence, the overall sugar production rate may be a complex combination of each step and
its characterization can provide a rational tool for process design. Many kinetic models have been
applied to the enzymatic hydrolysis of cellulose [9,10]. However, to the author’s knowledge, only
some studies refer to the kinetic characterization of the enzymatic hydrolysis of real biomasses after
delignification pre-treatment [12–14]. These studies provide kinetic parameters to be used to identify
the optimal enzymatic hydrolysis operating conditions and to help to quantify the effect of the biomass
composition (sugar and lignin content) resulting from different delignification conditions.

The present work proposes the kinetic characterization of the enzymatic hydrolysis of real biomass
according to rigorously controlled conditions. Residues from apple pomace (AP) processing were used
as substrate because it is one of the most available European agro-food wastes [15]. The work was aimed
at investigating the effect of mixing rate applied to the biomass slurry during the enzymatic hydrolysis;
quantifying through kinetic parameters the dependence of glucose production rate on the biomass
composition affected in its turn by the delignification process, selecting a proper pseudo-homogeneous
kinetic model for the description of the process. To these aims, AP samples were pre-treated with a
chemical (alkaline or acid) and biological (laccases) pre-treatment and hydrolysed using commercial
enzymes as biocatalysts, and then enzymatic hydrolysis tests were performed under a relevant range
of mixing speeds, enzyme concentrations, and biomass-to-liquid ratios. Pseudo-homogeneous models
were adopted for the kinetic characterization, and the kinetic parameters of the Michaelis and Menten
with product inhibition model and that of Chrastil’s model were assessed.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Raw Material and Eenzymes

Apple pomace (AP) was selected as the waste biomass in the framework of the European project
“Waste2Fuel” (grant agreement N◦654623) and was kindly supplied by Muns Agroindustrial S.L.
(Lleida, Spain). The raw biomass samples were dried at 40 ◦C, sieved in the range 0.5–1 mm, and
stored in sealed plastic bags at room temperature until used.

The enzyme cocktail Cellic®CTec2 was selected according to the common procedure followed in
the framework of the European project “Waste2Fuel” (grant agreement N◦654623). Moreover, the use
of Cellic®CTec2 allowed to compare the data with those reported by Pratto et al. [13]. The commercial
cocktail Cellic®CTec2 was kindly donated by Novozymes Latin America (Araucária, PR, Brazil); it
has an undisclosed composition and is properly made by a mixture of cellulases, hemicellulases, and
β-glucosidases so that pentose and hexose sugars can be recovered as products of polysaccharides
hydrolysis. The cellulase activity was determined in terms of Filter Paper Units (FPU) according to
Adney and Baker [16].

2.2. Biomass Pretreatment

Any saccharification process of lignocellulose biomass needs removal of lignin to make the
polysaccharides chains accessible to the enzymes in the enzymatic hydrolysis step. Several chemical
and biological delignification pre-treatments have been proposed as alternative to the conventional
steam explosion process, to minimize energy duty and the formation of inhibitors compound affecting
the fermentation of hydrolytic sugars. In the present study, AP was pre-treated according to three
processes: hydrolysis in diluted alkaline solvent, hydrolysis in diluted acid solvent, and laccase
catalysed delignification. Details on pre-treatment procedures are reported in the next subsections.

2.2.1. Chemical Delignification

Chemical delignification was accomplished by using diluted alkaline or acid solvents. Dried AP
powder was soaked in 2% wt NaOH or HCl aqueous solution: 10 mL of solution were used per gram
of solid mass. The suspension was kept in an autoclave (VAPORMATIC 770) for 30 min at 121 ◦C
according to the procedure suggested by Procentese et al. (2017). The biomass was separated from the
liquid phase (black liquor) by 10 min centrifugation at 5000 rpm. The recovered biomass was washed
with distilled water until pH 7 was reached, then it was dried at 40 ◦C, weighted, and stored until used
for enzymatic hydrolysis.

2.2.2. Laccase Catalysed Delignification

Dried AP powder was treated with laccases (166 U mL−1), kindly provided by Biopox s.r.l., in a 50
mM sodium citrate buffer of pH 5. Tests were carried out by setting the dry biomass to solvent ratio at
1:10, in a shaker incubator at 150 rpm and 28 ◦C for 24 h. After pre-treatment, the biomass was filtered
and washed with water, dried at 38 ◦C until a constant weight was reached, and then weighted and
stored until used for enzymatic hydrolysis.

2.3. Enzymatic Hydrolysis of Polysaccharides

Enzymatic hydrolysis tests were carried out using the abovementioned commercial cocktail
Cellic®Ctec2. The optimal temperature and pH for Cellic®CTec2 are 50 ◦C and 4.8, respectively. The
activity of the sample cocktail, used for the present investigation, was about 142 FPU mL−1. Enzymatic
hydrolysis of pre-treated AP samples was carried out in a 250 mL overhead stirred batch reactor
(Applikon MiniBio Lab Reactor Bundles) at a controlled stirring speed and temperature (50 ◦C) with
a 100 mL reaction volume in a 0.05 M sodium citrate buffer of pH 4.8; all the tests were carried out
in triplicate. Two hydrolysis tests were performed for each biomass type: short-term tests (1 h) and
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long-term tests (72 h). The short-term tests were carried out to assess the effects of mixing rate and of
substrate concentration on the glucose production rate. The long-term tests were carried out to assess
the effect of product as inhibition of the glucose production rate.

2.4. Effect of Mixing Speed

Short-term hydrolysis tests of pre-treated AP samples were carried out to assess the initial glucose
production rate according to Pratto et al. [4], setting the mixing rate between 50 and 500 rpm. Substrate
and enzyme concentrations were set at 10% (msolid/vsolution) and 5 FPU gcellulose

−1, respectively [4].
Set the mixing speed, the glucose production rate was assessed as the amount of produced glucose
after 1 h. The amount of produced glucose was calculated as the difference between the initial glucan
concentration (mass of glucan in the biomass per unit volume of liquid) and the glucose concentration
in the liquid.

The optimal mixing speed was selected as the minimum value above which no further increase in
glucose production rate was observed. The optimal value of the mixing speed was set in tests focused
on the investigation of the effects of other operating conditions.

2.5. Effect of Substrate Concentration

The effect of substrate concentration was assessed through brief-term enzymatic hydrolysis tests
by changing the biomass loading in the range 1–12% w/v. The enzyme concentration was fixed at 290
FPU Lsolution

−1 and the stirring speed was fixed at the optimal value selected according to the tests
described in Section 2.6. The glucose production rate was measured, at each biomass concentration, as
the amount of produced glucose after 1 h.

2.6. Effect of Product Inhibition

Product inhibition is well documented in the literature on kinetics of cellulase enzymes [4,7,12,14].
The use of commercial cocktails secures the formation of monomeric sugars; thus, glucose is the main
product of polysaccharides hydrolysis. Long-term tests were carried out to evaluate the effect of
glucose inhibition on the overall enzymatic rate of glucose production. The tests were carried out at a
5%, 7.5%, and 10% w/v biomass loading for 72 h. The enzyme concentration was set at 828 FPU L−1.

2.7. Analytical Methods

The raw and pre-treated biomass samples were characterized in terms of glucan, xylan, arabinan,
and lignin content according to Sluiter et al. [17] by a two-step acid hydrolysis. About 0.3 g biomass
sample was suspended in 72% H2SO4 and kept under mixing at 30 ◦C for 60 min. Then, the acid
solvent was diluted to 4% H2SO4 by adding distilled water; the suspension was kept in an autoclave at
121 ◦C for 60 min. After sample cooling, the solid fraction was vacuum filtered and repeatedly washed
with distilled water. The liquid fraction was recovered, neutralized to pH 5–6 by CaCO3 addition, and
analysed for monomeric sugars concentrations through an HPLC (Agilent 1260 Infinity HPLC system
equipped with a refractive index detector and a Rezex RHM-Monosaccharide H+ Phenomenex column
(300 × 7.8 mm, 8 μm), City, state abbreviation if USA, Country) and for acid soluble lignin through UV
spectroscopy (City, state abbreviation if USA, Country) [17]. The solid fraction was dried at 105 ◦C until
a constant weight was achieved and then weighted for the assessment of the acid insoluble residue.

The glucose concentration, in samples withdrawn during hydrolysis tests, was assessed after
biomass separation (centrifugation at 5000 rpm for 10 min) and liquid filtration (0.25 μm cut-off).
The enzymatic kit “D-glucose HK” (Megazyme) was used to assess the glucose concentration in the
liquid samples.
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2.8. Data Analysis

The experimental data from the hydrolysis tests were worked out to assess the overall kinetics
of glucose production during the enzymatic hydrolysis of the pre-treated AP. The presence of
oligosaccharides as an intermediate product of hydrolysis (e.g., cellobiose) was neglected and glucose
was considered as the only soluble product because the commercial cellulase cocktail Cellic®CTec2
is characterized by a large content of β-glucosidase. The semi-mechanistic kinetic models reported
hereinafter have been adopted.

Michaelis and Menten model. The cellulose hydrolysis in AP can be described by the Michaelis
and Menten model (Equation (1)), assuming that (1) the substrate is a soluble reactant; (2) the system is
homogeneous; (3) the concentration of the enzyme is constant; (4) the formation of the enzyme-substrate
complex is rapid and reversible; (5) the breakdown of the enzyme-substrate complex into products
is the limiting step of the overall reaction; and (6) the formation of the products is irreversible. The
Michaelis and Menten model can be used to determine the initial reaction rate as well as how the
glucose production rate proceeds along time.

V(S) =
VMax S
KM + S

(1)

where VMax ( = k*E0) is the maximum rate of reaction at fixed enzyme concentration (E0), S the cellulose
concentration, and KM the Michaelis and Menten constant. The Michaelis and Menten model has
also been applied in the form reported in Equation (2) to take into account the competitive enzyme
inhibition by glucose.

V(S) =
VMax S

KM

(
1 + P

Ki

)
+ S

(2)

where P is the glucose concentration, and Ki the product inhibition constant. The Michaelis and
Menten model with inhibition by glucose was considered to describe the overall glucose production
rate, resulting from long term hydrolysis tests.

Chrastil’s model. This model was developed to describe kinetics taking into account the structural
characteristics of a heterogeneous system [18]. According to this model, the time course of glucose
concentration can be described by Equation (3):

P = P∞ [1− exp(−kE0t)]n (3)

where P and P∞ are the product concentration at time t and at the equilibrium (maximum conversion
degree), respectively, k is the rate constant proportional to the diffusion coefficient, E0 the initial enzyme
concentration, and n a diffusion resistance constant that depends on the structure of the substrate and
indicates the apparent reaction order. For negligible diffusion resistance, n tends to 1 and for limiting
diffusion resistances n < 1.

Rate of glucose production vs. substrate concentration from data of short- and long-term tests
were regressed according to the procedure described in the “Supplementary Materials” section.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Characterization of Raw and Pretreated Biomass

Raw and pre-treated AP samples were characterized in term of cellulose, hemicellulose, and
lignin content according to the polysaccharides quantification assay [17] as well as in terms of biomass
recovery after each delignification pre-treatment. Results of the biomass recovery and characterization
are reported in Table 1. The highest biomass recovery was found for AP samples pre-treated with
laccase (75%); the smallest biomass recovery was found after acid hydrolysis of AP (50%). The highest
glucan content was measured for biomass samples pre-treated with NaOH; the smallest glucan content
was measured for AP samples pre-treated with laccases. AP pre-treated with laccases retained the
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highest lignin fraction among the pre-treated AP samples (14.5% AIL). The degree of delignification
was equal to 12%, 70%, and 45% for biomass pre-treated with laccase, NaOH, and HCl, respectively.

Table 1. Characterization of raw and pre-treated apple pomace (AP) in terms of polysaccharides and
lignin content (Acid Insoluble Lignin—AIL, Acid Soluble Lignin—ASL).

Pre-Treatment Recovery (%)

Composition (%)

Glucans
Xylans and
Arabinans

AIL ASL

Raw 100 21.2 ± 0.01 14.75 ± 0.03 16.5 ± 0.55 2.1 ± 0.34

NaOH 60 28.0 ± 0.01 0.8 ± 0.05 5.0 ± 0.53 n.d

HCL 50 25.0 ± 0.01 0.2 ± 0.06 9.0 ± 0.43 n.d

Laccases 75 22.5 ± 0.01 12.04 ± 0.03 14.5 ± 0.54 n.d

The observed different performances in terms of pre-treated biomass composition are due to the
type of pre-treatment; in fact, two of the three adopted pre-treatments act with an unspecific hydrolysis
by an aqueous alkaline or acid solvent, and the biological pre-treatment acts through specific enzymes
on the lignin polymers. Laccases catalyses the oxidation of the phenolic hydroxyl groups in the
lignin substrate, and unspecific alkaline and acid hydrolysis involves lignin and other polysaccharide
fractions [19]. The different actions result firstly in evident properties of the liquid recovered after
the pre-treatment: light-coloured liquid after biological pre-treatment and dark-coloured liquid after
chemical pre-treatment [20,21]. This result is consistent with the decrease of xylan and arabinan
fractions due to the unspecific hydrolysis of hemicellulose in alkaline and acid solvents. Accordingly,
the specific enzymatic pre-treatment resulted in a high biomass recovery, low lignin removal, and
thus a small variation in polysaccharides fractions. It is worth noting that the biological pre-treatment
provides large biomass recovery and a small variation of xylans and arabinans, about 40% pentose
sugars loss against almost complete (97–99%) loss after acid and alkaline pre-treatments. This result
encourages further optimization of the laccase use in the delignification of agro-food wastes whenever
pentose sugars can be used as substrates for fermentation processes.

3.2. Effect of Mixing Rate on Kinetics

The rate of glucose production can be strongly affected by the mixing rate due to the heterogeneous
nature of the enzymatic hydrolysis of real lignocellulosic biomasses. For this reason, the effect of the
mixing rate applied in the stirred reactor has been investigated to assess the minimum mixing rate
value above which a constant glucose production rate was observed.

Figure 1 reports the initial hydrolysis reaction rates assessed after 1 h of hydrolysis. Operating
conditions were 10% w/v biomass loading, 5 FPU gcellulose

−1 cellulase activity, and a temperature of
50 ◦C. The stirring speed was set between 0 and 500 rpm to assess the optimal mixing speed. The
optimization was necessary to enhance the liquid–solid mass transfer rate and to investigate the effect
on glucose production rate of any other phenomena affected by mixing speed (e.g., biomass aggregates
break-up).

As expected, and according to the results reported by Prato et al. [4], the initial hydrolysis rate
increased with mixing rate in a range of low mixing rates for all the pre-treated AP samples. This result
confirms the strong dependence of apparent glucose production rate on the mixing rate applied to
the biomass slurry and thus suggests the necessity to select proper operating conditions (minimum
mixing rate) for the quantitative assessment of glucose production kinetics. Tests carried out with
NaOH pointed out that the hydrolysis rate for NaOH pre-treated biomass increased with the mixing
rate and approached a constant value at mixing rates larger than 180 rpm. The same behaviour was
observed in the cases of AP pre-treated with HCl and laccases. The critical value of the mixing rate
above which the glucose production rate approached a constant value was 200 and 300 rpm for acid
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and enzymatic pre-treated AP, respectively. Thus, the minimum values for mixing rates not affecting
the apparent glucose production rate during enzymatic hydrolysis of AP samples were 180, 200, and
300 rpm for AP samples pre-treated with alkaline, acid, and biological process, respectively. These
values were set for the hydrolysis tests aimed at the assessment of the effects of substrate concentration
and product inhibition on the kinetics. Results reported in the next section refer to tests carried out
setting the mixing rate at the minimum value to neglect mixing-related phenomena.

Figure 1. Initial glucose production rates V for pre-treated AP vs. the mixing speed. Enzymatic
hydrolysis conditions: solid loading 10% w/v, Cellic®CTec2 concentration 1.2 g L−1, 5 FPU gcellulose

−1,
50 ◦C, pH 4.8, and a hydrolysis time of 1 h.

3.3. Effect of Substrate Concentration on Kinetics

The effect of substrate (glucans) concentration on the glucose production rate has been assessed
according to the procedure reported in the Section 2.5 through brief term (1 h) hydrolysis tests on AP
samples pre-treated with one of the three abovementioned delignification processes. Figure 2 reports
the glucose production rate as a function of substrate (glucans) concentration for all the AP samples.
The glucose production rate increased progressively with S and approached a maximum constant
value as S was larger than about 20 g L−1. The maximum constant values of the glucose production
rates were close to 0.09 gglucose Lsolution

−1 min−1 for AP samples pre-treated with 2% NaOH, 0.070
gglucose Lsolution

−1 min−1 for AP pre-treated with 2% HCl, and 0.04 gglucose Lsolution
−1 min−1 for AP

pre-treated with laccases.

Table 2. Kinetic parameters of the pseudo-homogeneous Michaelis and Menten model (Equation (1))
for AP hydrolysis catalysed by Cellic®CTec2.

Pre-Treatment Glucans (%)
Michaelis and Menten Model

KM (g L−1) VMax (g L−1 min−1)

NaOH 28.0 5.5 ± 0.6 0.108 ± 0.003
HCl 25.0 4.8 ± 0.6 0.084 ± 0.003

Laccase 22.5 9.0 ± 2.1 0.067 ± 0.006
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Figure 2. Initial glucose production rate V vs. substrate concentration S for AP pre-treated with 2%
NaOH, 2% HCl, and 166 U/mL laccase. Enzymatic hydrolysis conditions: Cellic®CTec2 activity 290
FPU Lsolution

−1, 50 ◦C, pH 4.8, and a hydrolysis time of 1 h. Optimized mixing rate was fixed for each
AP sample. Lines are the plot of Equation (1) with parameters reported in Table 2.

According to the procedure proposed by Pratto et al. [4] the substrate concentration has been
assumed to be constant during the short tests (1 h). This assumption has been verified after the
experimental tests; at small substrate concentrations (S < 10 g L−1) the substrate conversion after 1 h
enzymatic hydrolysis was higher than 20% of the potential glucose (see Table 1). This result suggests
further future assessments of the initial glucose production rate at low biomass loadings (<1 wt %)
through hydrolysis tests shorter than 1 h. Indeed, enzyme adsorption on the substrate and the change
in reactivity of the substrate itself [7,12] can influence the reaction rate whenever the large conversion
occurs over a short timescale. These phenomena can be monitored under the adopted procedure by
proper analysis other than the measurement of glucose concentration in the liquid and by preliminary
investigation above the aim of this work (e.g., characterization of enzyme adsorption on biomass
surface). Kinetic parameters resulting from regression of data in Figure 2 through Equation (1) are
reported in Table 2.

3.4. Effect of Product Inhibition on Kinetics

The effect of glucose inhibition on the kinetics of enzymatic hydrolysis of AP was assessed
through long-term tests (72 h) according to the procedure described in Section 2.6. Figure 3 reports
experimental data measured during enzymatic hydrolysis of AP pre-treated with NaOH, HCl, and
laccases at different biomass loading. The long-term hydrolysis tests were carried out at a 5, 7.5,
and 10% w/v biomass loading. According to the reported data, the maximum produced glucose
concentration (about 20 g L−1) in the liquid was reached after 48 h when a 10% w/v biomass loading
was used. Data regression according to Michaelis and Menten model and Chrastil’s model provided
the kinetic parameters—Vmax, KM, Ki, k, and n—reported in Table 3. The agreement between the
experimental data and the proposed models was satisfactory for all the pre-treated biomasses. With
regard to the Michaelis and Menten model with product inhibition results showed how the biomass
composition resulting from the delignification pre-treatment affected the maximum glucose production
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rate Vmax, KM, and Ki. The highest Vmax value was reported for the biomass pre-treated with 2% NaOH.
This result is in agreement with the low residual lignin content observed in the AP after alkaline
pre-treatment (see Table 1) and thus with the expected large fraction of cellulose available for the
enzyme productive adsorption [5,10] in this kind of pre-treated AP sample. The highest KM value was
measured after laccases pre-treatment, again as a likely effect of the large lignin content of AP after
biological delignification. The type of pre-treatment, and thus the biomass lignin content, did not
significantly affect the values of the inhibition parameter Ki. This result is reasonably related to the
presence of a mixture of cellulase and β-glucosidase in the enzyme cocktail; indeed, the latter enzymes
acts as a homogeneous biocatalyst and thus is not affected by the composition of the biomass. Regarding
Chrastil’s model, similar observation rise form the comparison of assessed kinetic parameters and the
composition of AP samples. The highest n value was reported for hydrolysis of biomass pre-treated
with laccases and 2% HCl. An evident trend of the effect of lignin content on n parameter cannot
be inferred from the data in Table 3. In any case, according to Chrastil’s model (see Section 2.7), the
diffusion related resistance caused by the structure of the lignocellulosic substrate seems to me more
pronounced for alkaline pre-treated AP samples. As expected, the value of k slightly increased as
the AIL of the pre-treated biomass decreased, in accord with results reported by Pratto et al. [13]
regarding another biomass typology. The comparison of statistic data suggested that Chrastil’s model
provided the best fitting and it can be considered for further investigation aimed at bioreactor design.
The present study confirms the dependence of the overall sugar production rate on the stirring rate
and suggests the adoption of quantitative description of the hydrolysis dynamics under relevant
operating conditions.

Figure 3. Time resolved concentration of glucose in the liquid phase during enzymatic hydrolysis of the
AP at different biomass loading after pre-treatment in 2% NaOH (A,D), 2% HCl (B,E), and 166 U mL−1

laccases (C,F). Operating conditions: enzyme concentration set at 828 FPU L−1; optimized mixing rate.
Lines mark regression of the experimental data with the Michaelis and Menten with product inhibition
model (A,B,C) and Chrastil’s model (D,E,F).
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Table 3. Kinetic parameters for Michaelis and Menten with product inhibition and Chrastil’s model
for enzymatic hydrolysis of AP pre-treated with alkaline (NaOH), acid (HCl), and enzymatic (laccase)
delignification processes.

Biomass
Pre-Treatment

Glucans
(%)

Lignin
(%)

M&M with Product Inhibition Chrastil’s Model

Vmax
(g L−1 min−1)

KM
(g L−1)

Ki
(g L−1)

k
(L g−1 min−1)

n (-)

NaOH 28.0 5.0 0.30 5.5 0.16 ± 0.02 2·10−3 ± 1.2·10−4 0.41 ± 0.02

HCl 25.5 9.0 0.24 4.8 0.20 ± 0.03 1.8·10−3 ± 1.2·10−4 0.63 ± 0.03

Laccase 22.5 14.5 0.19 9.0 0.31 ± 0.03 1.1·10−3 ± 8·10−5 0.58 ± 0.03

The assessed kinetic parameters were compared with the results reported in the literature (Table 4).
To the best of our knowledge, the data comparison was limited to few studies of the overall hydrolysis
rate of raw lignocellulosic biomass. Carvalho et al. [14] studied the enzymatic hydrolysis rate of
sugarcane bagasse after a sequence of steam explosion and alkaline pre-treatment. Pratto et al. [4]
investigated the enzymatic hydrolysis rate of sugarcane straw after a sequence of hydrothermal and
alkaline (4% NaOH) pre-treatment. Data reported in the literature were compared with those assessed
in the present paper related to alkaline pre-treatment of AP (Table 4). The n values reported for
steam-exploded sugarcane bagasse is larger than those reported for the other two biomasses; moreover,
the same n value has been assessed for two different substrates (sugarcane straw and AP) subjected to
the same delignification pre-treatment (alkaline hydrolysis). These values of the n parameters seem to
be in reasonable agreement with the structures of steam exploded and chemically pre-treated biomass.
Indeed, structural modification after steam explosion can positively affect the limitation by diffusion of
the heterogeneous enzymatic process [4,5]. The k values assessed in the present paper are remarkably
larger than those reported by Carvalho et al. [14] and by Pratto et al. [4], and this result is related with
the strong dependence of the maximum rate of hydrolysis on the biomass composition even if it is
not related to the lignin content (similar residual lignin in Table 4 for all biomass types). Thus, the
variation of k parameter can be due to the different biomass investigated and to the overall structural
and composition variation after delignification pre-treatment of AP [18].

Table 4. Kinetic parameters for Chrastil’s model reported in the literature for enzymatic hydrolysis of
real lignocellulosic biomass.

Biomass Pre-Treatments
Residual

Lignin (%)

Chrastil’s Model

Referencesk
(L g−1 min−1)

n (-)

Sugarcane
Bagasse

121 ◦C 30 min in 4%
NaOH + Steam explosion 5.4 2·10−5 0.6 [12]

Sugarcane
Straw

195 ◦C 10min + 121 ◦C 30
min in 4% NaOH 5.7 Between 3.52·10−5

and 7.4 10−5 0.4 [13]

Apple Pomace 121 ◦C 30 min in 2% NaOH 5.0 2·10−3 0.4 Present work

4. Conclusions

A procedure for the assessment of the overall kinetics of glucose production from apple pomace
enzymatic hydrolysis catalysed by cellulase cocktails was applied using a commercial enzyme cocktail
(Cellic®CTec2). The effect of mixing rate on the observed overall glucose production rate was confirmed
for AP hydrolysis according to the results reported in the literature for other biomasses [4]. According
to the reported results, faster kinetics were observed during hydrolysis of biomass characterized by a
low lignin content. Since the residual lignin content was a result of the delignification pre-treatment
(minimized after the alkaline pre-treatment), the effect of pre-treatment on the enzymatic hydrolysis
rate (glucose production) was quantified by the assessed kinetic parameters. The analysis of the
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glucose production dynamics pointed out that both the adopted kinetic models provided a satisfactory
description of the process. Chrastil’s model was the most effective and can be suggested for the rational
design of enzymatic hydrolysis reactors supplemented with AP.

The present study is the starting point of a wider analysis aimed at the generation of quantitative
tools based on the overall rate of enzymatic hydrolysis of real biomass. These data enable the design
and the optimization of enzymatic hydrolysis reactors and their operating conditions depending on the
different possible biomass compositions (sugars and lignin content) resulting after the pre-treatment
step. Because the obtained results are in agreement with the results by Pratto et al. [13] and because of
the different biomasses used by Pratto et al. [13] and in the present study (see Table 4), the adopted
procedure can be successfully extended to several potential feedstock for lignocellulose saccharification
(mainly agro-food wastes for second generation bio-based fuels and chemicals production).
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Abstract: Ethanol organosolv fractionation combined with ball milling was conducted on three major
agricultural residues: Rice husk (RH), rice straw (RS), and barley straw (BS). The highest lignin
extraction yields of RH, RS, and BS were 55.2%, 53.1%, and 59.4% and the purity of lignin recovered
was 99.5% for RH and RS, and 96.8% for BS, with similar chemical characteristics, i.e., low molecular
weight distributions (1453–1817 g/mol) and poly dispersity index (1.15–1.28). However, considering
the simultaneous production of hemicellulose-derived sugars, distinctive fractionation behaviors
were shown for the three agricultural residues. The highest hemicellulose-derived sugar yield was
73.8% when RH was fractionated at 170 ◦C for 30 min. Meanwhile, very low sugar yields of 31.9% and
35.7% were obtained from RS and BS, respectively. The highest glucan-to-glucose conversion yield
from enzymatic hydrolysis of fractionated RH reached 85.2%. Meanwhile, the enzymatic digestibility
of the fractionated RS and BS was 60.0% and 70.5%, respectively. Consequently, the fractionation
efficiency for RH can be improved with fine refinement. For the case of RS, other fractionation process
should be applied to achieve effective fractionation performance.

Keywords: biomass; pretreatment; biofuel; biorefinery; sugar-decomposed

1. Introduction

Due to the enormous challenges posed by increasingly severe climate change, lignocellulosic
biomass, a renewable and sustainable resource, has been considered as a promising alternative to
the finite oil reserves as it can be used to produce alternative fuels and chemicals [1]. The serious
environmental problems associated with the rapidly increasing use of fossil fuels are currently
increasing the need for greater use of renewable resources, such as lignocellulosic biomass. Because
lignocellulosic biomass is abundant and reproducible, various efforts to use it for the production of
industrial bio-based products have attracted great attention over the past decades [2,3].

Recently, numerous efforts have been made to study how to effectively utilize various
lignocellulosic biomass, including those obtained from agricultural residues, forest residues, and energy
crops [4]. It is assumed that one of the aforementioned various agricultural resources must offer an
important renewable source that is a byproduct of crop cultivation and has a structure that is more
accessible by enzymes or other chemicals compared to other biomass and is therefore expected to play an
important role in future biorefineries. At present, large amounts of agricultural products are cultivated
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all over the world, and appropriate planning is required to manage the large amounts of agricultural
residues produced. Some of the agricultural byproducts produced are used in animal feeding, animal
bedding, soil mulching, composting, and household fuels, but most of it is generally incinerated and
disposed on-farm, which has a negative impact on human health and the environment [5].

According to a Statista (Hamburg, Germany) report on worldwide 2017/2018 paddy rice production,
there are two major regions of South and East Asia. In detail, China and India are two major rice
producers in the world. In 2018, China’s rice production was more than 290 million metric tons
(MMT), accounting for one-third of the world’s rice production (495.9 MMT worldwide). For reference,
Chinese rice production is nearly twice that of India (169.5 MMT) and hundreds of times that of Korea
(5.3 MMT) [6]. The global production volume of barley amounted to 142.4 MMT in the 2017/2018
crop year. This statistic shows the European Union (EU), the leading producer, produced over 56
MMT of barley that year [7]. A factsheet from FAO (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations) on rice production reports a “rice straw (lignocellulose)-to-grain (starch)” ratio of 1.1 for
most currently planted rice varieties, and rice husk accounts for about 20 wt.% of grain, and is one of
the major agro-industrial by-products produced worldwide [2]. Although the straw-to-grain ratio of
barley is affected by factors, such as the plant height, spike length, and grain weight, it is generally
considered to be approximately 0.75 [8].

The agricultural residues mentioned above, rice straw (RS), rice husk (RH), and barley straw (BS),
are fibrous residues generated after the harvest of the principal grains used by mankind, and they are
produced at a greater amount than other biomass types. It is a raw material that does not compete
with food and is relatively easy to collect and transport using existing infrastructure.

One of the more efficient uses of agricultural by-products (lignocellulosic biomass) into fuels and
chemicals is through the biorefining process. Agricultural by-product feedstock is separated into three
main constituents (cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin), each of which is converted into fuel, chemicals,
and other materials through a variety of thermochemical and biochemical processes [2]. However, the
physicochemical linkage of cellulose–hemicellulose–lignin is a major factor affecting the rate and yield
of enzymatic saccharification and makes the biodegradation of lignocellulosic very slow or extremely
difficult in nature. It is believed that the extensive and complex interactions that occur in the molecular
and macromolecular networks between cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin in the plant cell wall matrix
contribute to the difference in their reactivity during pretreatment. Information on the composition of
the plant cell walls of various plant resources is very importance in developing process technologies
that make the best use of lignocellulosic biomass and the added value through mechanical, chemical,
and biological pretreatment. [1].

Typically, 60% to 75% (based on weight) of lignocellulosic biomass is composed of polysaccharides
(cellulose and hemicellulose), which can be hydrolyzed to produce five different monosaccharides,
such as glucose, xylose, arabinose, galactose, and mannose, and then further utilized as a substrate in
microbial fermentative for the production of value-added products [9]. In the conversion of biomass,
hydrolysis of polysaccharides to monosaccharides, in particular cellulose to glucose is a major hurdle
to achieve complete utilization of biomass. Following cellulose, hemicellulose is a macromolecule
composed mainly of xylose, but other sugars with a lower molecular weight than that of cellulose,
such as mannose, galactose, rhamnose, and arabinose, are also contained. These water–carbohydrates
can be converted into various industrial chemicals and fuels, such as ethanol, hydrocarbon substitutes,
and starting monomers, for the production of biopolymers [10,11]. In addition to cellulose and
hemicellulose, lignin is a complex macromolecule that accounts for a significant portion of the plant
cell wall, and lignin is the second most abundant biopolymer on earth after cellulose [12]. Basically,
lignin monomers are divided into three aromatic alcohols: p-coumaryl, coniferyl, and sinapyl [13];
these three-unit monomers are linked by various types of ethers and carbon–carbon bonds to form
large polymers [14]. Despite the many benefits of lignin, such as abundance and high potential,
i.e., high carbon content and biodegradability, purification of lignin from lignocellulosic biomass
still remains difficult and current process technology development is still unsatisfactory. Thus, the
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efficient separation and utilization of lignin remains a challenging part of research and investment
in bioremediation processes despite its high potential as a carbon source for future biochemical
industries [15,16].

Therefore, the development of an effective process that separates the lignin and cellulose fractions
from lignocellulosic biomass is necessary for an economically feasible biomass-refining industry.
The main requirement for an economically viable process is to generate highly pure lignin, and
minimal waste compounds using efficient processing [17]. In general, the fractionation methods
for lignocellulosic biomass mainly include physical, chemical, and biological methods and/or their
combinations [18]. These varied processes have different impacts on the structure of the lignocellulosic
biomass after processing, and result in a significant impact on the downstream biomass conversion
process in terms of sugar recovery yields, toxicity of hydrolysates, enzymatic hydrolysis rate and yield,
microbial fermentation yield, and waste treatment costs incurred [19]. Among them, thermochemical
fractionation results in the production of severe sugar-degraded products and various toxic compounds
in the liquid hydrolysate, such as 5-hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF), furfural, formic acid, and acetic
acid [20]. Organosolv fractionation has been known to provide a high recovery yield of lignin-derived
and hemicellulose-derived sugars; however, fine optimization of the reaction conditions used for the
hydrolysis is important to ensure high monomeric sugar recovery and minimal release of potential
inhibitors to microbial fermentation. Therefore, an effective lignin separation process needs to be
developed to reduce the toxicity of hemicellulosic hydrolysate during fractionation, which makes the
high value-added material production from biorefining more economically viable.

In recent years, the conventional ball milling pretreatment method has received a lot of interest
as an effective physical pretreatment method, combining a proven chemical pretreatment and a
ball milling pretreatment process, and has been proposed to increase the enzymatic hydrolysis of
biomass. [18,21–24]. Previous studies have reported that ball milling pretreatment methods increase the
accessible surface area of biomass and effectively reduce the crystallinity and polymerization degree of
cellulose [25–27]. Among the chemical pretreatment methods, organosolv fractionation using organic
solvents is known as an efficient method for effectively depolymerizing lignin from lignocellulosic
biomass. In general, the organosolv fractionation method employs organic solvent, mainly ethanol,
which can be recovered and reused [28,29]. The advantage of using organosolv fractionation method is
that highly pure lignin can be obtained in a liquid form, which can be used for high-value products,
such as adhesives, fibers, and biodegradable polymers [30,31]. In our previous work [32], ball milling
combined with organosolv fractionation was reported as an effective method in terms of increased
glucan retention in solid residues and lignin recovery, which resulted in significantly improved enzyme
digestibility on herbaceous biomass. After the organosolv pretreatment, a cellulose-rich solid cake was
obtained, whereas most of the lignin and part of the hemicellulose were recovered by dissolution in an
organic solvent and recovered. Obviously, lignin removal leads to an increased surface area, making
cellulose more accessible to enzymes [33].

In this study, ethanol organosolv fractionation combined with ball milling was conducted on
various agricultural residues. Three major agricultural residues, RH, RS, and BS, were chosen to
characterize the fractionation behaviors. The effectiveness of the fractionation process was evaluated
in terms of the glucan retention, hemicellulose-derived sugar recovery, and lignin recovery yield.
The enzymatic digestibility of the residual solids and byproduct formation were also determined.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Raw Materials

Three different agricultural residues—RH, RS, and BS—were provided by the National Institute
of Crop Science (NICS), Rural Development Administration (RDA, Wanju, Jeolla-bukdo, Korea).
The samples were ground by a commercial blender (Blender 7012s, Waring Commercial, CT, USA)
and then sieved to a nominal size of 14–45 mesh (from 0.36 to 1.40 mm). The ground biomass was
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placed in a convection oven at 45 ± 5 ◦C for 48 h, and then stored in an automatic dehumidification
desiccator until use. The average moisture content of the dried residues was 4.0% to 5.5% during the
experiments. Ethanol (cat. no. E7023), sulfuric acid (cat. no. 258105), tetrahydrofuran (cat. no. 401757),
pyridine (cat. no. 270970), chloroform-d (cat. no. 151858), cyclohexanol (cat. no. 105899), chromium
(III) acetylacetonate (cat. no. 574082), and 2-chloro-4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-1,2,3-dioxaphospholane (cat. no.
447536) were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich Korea (Yongin, Gyeongdo, Korea).

2.2. Experimental Setup and Operation

An illustration of a bench-scale ball milling reactor is shown in Figure 1. The ball milling reactor
of this system was constructed using SS-316L material with a wall thickness of 0.01 m (inner diameter
0.30 m, depth 0.42 m, and internal volume 30 L).

Figure 1. Diagram of the temperature-controlled and tilted bench-scale (30 L) ball milling reactor system.

The reactor system can be operated at pressures up to 1.96 MPa, 200 ◦C temperature, and 6.28 rad/s,
and metal spiral gaskets were installed at the connection between the reactor and the head at the
front and rear to maintain the pressure. The reactor can be rotated using a 3-phase, 380 V, 0.37
kW-riven motor, with a slip ring with a rotating connector that can supply power or signals to the
rotating equipment without twisting the power cables. The front head was equipped with a 0.075 m
diameter hole for supplying reactants, biomass, balls, and solvents and discharging the product, and
the reactor was heated and controlled by a 10 kW mantle-type electric heater. The high-temperature
high-pressure ball mill reactor has a tilting system, and because of its heavy weight, the reactor body is
operated by placing the reactor on a frame with a rotating roller. The spherical shape alumina ball (HD,
0.01 m diameter, and 3600 kg/m3 density) was purchased from NIKKATO Co. (Osaka, Japan). Before
operating the reactor, alumina balls, biomass, and ethanol (60% v/v, 0.25% sulfuric acid w/v) were put
together in the reactor, where the ratio of the ball:biomass:solvent was 30:1:10 (w/w/v). The reactor was
preheated while rotating for 1 h until the target temperature (170 or 190 ◦C) was reached. When the
target temperature was reached, the reaction was maintained while maintaining the temperature for a
reaction time of 30, 60, or 90 min. Upon completion of the reaction, the sugar and lignin in the liquid
sample were analyzed for the sugar yield and lignin separation. For the lignin content analysis, the
sample was evaporated at 55 ◦C for 3 h, and then diluted three times with DI (deionized) water to
precipitate the lignin. Water was then evaporated at 55 ◦C for 4 h, and acid hydrolysis using sulfuric
acid was performed by adding highly concentrated sulfuric acid (72%), finally making 4.0% sulfuric
acid to analyze the sugar and lignin in the sample, which was then subjected to an autoclave for 1 h at
121 ◦C. The lignin precipitate obtained above was washed with ethanol (60%, v/v) and water, dried at
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45 ◦C in a convection oven, and subjected to compositional analysis. All experiments and analyses
were repeated three times.

2.3. Characterization of Organosolv-Separated Lignin

Characterization of organosolv-separated lignin was performed and the average molar mass (Mn),
weight average molar mass (Mw), and poly-dispersity (PD) of the organosolv-separated lignin
were determined by GPC (gel permeation chromatography, Ultimate 3000 model, Thermo Fisher
Scientific Inc., Waltham, USA). For molecular weight measurement, 3.0 mg of the acetylated lignin
sample were dissolved in 2.0 mL of tetrahydrofuran (THF) and then filtered using a 0.45-μm PTFE
(polytetrafluoroethylene) syringe filter to remove impurities. A Shodex column (KF-806L model) with
a Shodex guard column (KF-G model) and refractive index (RI) detector (RefractoMax 520 model)
using THF as a mobile phase (1.0 mL/min) with injection volumes of 20 μL were used in the GPC
system. For the FT-IR (Fourier transform infrared) spectroscopy analysis using the IRSpirit-L/T model
(Shimadzu Inc., Kyoto, Japan), the attenuation total reflectance (ATR) method was used to determine
the characteristic absorption peak of the chemical functional groups in organosolv-fractional lignin.
Mid-IR spectra were collected by averaging 40 scans from 4000 to 500 cm−1 at a resolution of 1 cm−1.
31P NMR (AVANCE 600, Bruker, Germany) spectra were collected at 242.88 MHz for 256 scans with a 2
s pulse delay. For quantitative 31P NMR analysis, 20 mg of lignin sample were weighed and dissolved
into 400 μL of solution A and 150 μL of solution B in a 5-mL vial: Solution A (pyridine:chloroform-d
(CDCl3) = 1.6:1 (v/v), solution B (mixture of solution A (25 mL), cyclohexanol (100 mg), and chromium
(III) acetylacetonate (90 mg)). The prepared liquid sample was mixed well for 5 min using a vortex
mixer, and 70 μL of 2-chloro-4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-1,2,3-dioxaphospholane (TMDP) were then added to
the solution and placed in the 31P NMR system.

2.4. Solid and Liquid Composition Analysis of Untreated and Pretreated Samples

The carbohydrates and lignin contents in both solid and liquid samples were determined by
following the NREL (National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Golden, CO, USA) LAPs (laboratory
analytical procedures) [34,35]. The extractive analysis was firstly carried out by a two-step extraction
method using water followed by ethanol. For the composition analysis of extractive-free and
fractionated solids, a two-step acid hydrolysis following NREL-LAP was applied to determine the
carbohydrate and lignin contents. To quantify the monomeric sugars and organic acid in the samples,
an HPLC (high-performance liquid chromatography) system (LC-10A, Shimadzu Inc., Kyoto, Japan)
with a refractive index detector (RID-10A, Shimadzu Inc., Kyoto, Japan) was used. HPLC equipped with
an Aminex HPX-87P carbohydrate column (Bio-Rad Inc., Hercules, USA) was used for sugar analysis
and HPLC-grade highly purified water was used as the mobile phase at a flow rate of 0.6 mL/min.
For the Aminex HPX-87P column, the operating temperature of the column was maintained at 85 ◦C.
On the other hand, Aminex HPX-87H (cat. No. 125-0098, Bio-Rad Inc., Hercules, USA) was used for
organic acid analysis, where 5 mM sulfuric acid was used as a mobile phase at a volumetric flow rate
of 0.6 mL/min. The column temperature was kept at 65 ◦C for organic acid analysis.

2.5. Enzymatic Digestibility Test

The enzymatic digestibility of untreated and treated solids was measured following NREL-LAP [36].
Enzymatic digestibility tests of samples were carried out using a 250-mL Erlenmeyer flask, which
was incubated and shaken at 50 ◦C and 150 rpm in a shaking incubator (model BF-175SI, BioFree Co.,
Ltd., Seoul, Korea). Commercial cellulase enzyme (Cellic®CTec2, Novozymes Inc., A/S Bagsvaerd,
Denmark) was used at the enzyme loading of 15 FPU/g-glucan. To prepare the testing sample in the
250-mL flask with 100 mL of working volume, the initial glucan loading was 1.0% (w/v) with 50 mM
sodium citrate buffer (pH = 4.8). As antibiotics prevent microbial contamination, 1.0 mL of sodium
azide (20 mg sodium azide /mL) was added. Samples were taken at appropriate sampling times (6, 12,
24, 36, 48, 60, and 72 h) and then were subjected to HPLC analysis using an HPX-87H column (Bio-Rad
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Laboratories Inc., Hercules, CA, USA). The total released glucose in the flask at 72 h of hydrolysis was
used to calculate the enzymatic digestibility based on the glucan content in the untreated sample.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Compositions of Raw Agricultural Residues Used in This Study

Compositional analysis was performed on three lignocellulosic biomasses through five individual
replicates. The compositional analysis results of the three untreated biomasses are presented in
Table 1. For all the samples, the error values are represented as standard deviations. Among the
three samples, BS was analyzed to have the highest carbohydrate content: 41.5% of glucan and 21.4%
of hemicellulose-derived sugar polymer, i.e., xylan, arabinan, and galactan. On the other hand, RS
and RH contained 32.9% and 35.6% of glucan and 20.6% and 15.3% of hemicellulose-derived sugar,
respectively. The carbohydrate contents of the three biomass samples were found to be consistent with
previous reports [37–39]. Unlike the carbohydrate contents, RH had the highest lignin (acid soluble +
acid insoluble) content of 23.1%, compared to the 12.6% and 18.6% observed for RS and BS, respectively.
It is also noteworthy that RS and RH showed higher ash contents (14.1% and 15.7%, respectively)
than BS (7.4%). This is in line with the current findings on the extraction of minerals (silica) from
rice byproducts [40–42]. These chemical compositional differences were assumed to be due to the
properties of each residue. Therefore, it is important to understand the fractionation reaction behaviors
upon the properties of each biomass types.

Table 1. Chemical compositions of untreated agricultural residues based on an oven-dry biomass.

Components
Composition (wt. %)

Rice Straw Rice Husk Barley Straw

Carbohydrates

Glucan 32.9 ± 0.5 35.6 ± 0.8 41.5 ± 0.8
Xylan 16.2 ± 0.3 13.6 ± 0.4 18.1 ± 0.5

Galactan 1.5 ± 0.1 - 0.7 ± 0.1
Arabinan 3.1 ± 0.1 1.7 ± 0.0 2.6 ± 0.1

Lignins
Acid insoluble

lignin 11.7 ± 0.0 22.7 ± 0.0 14.9 ± 0.2

Acid soluble lignin 0.9 ± 0.0 0.7 ± 0.2 3.7 ± 0.0

Extractives

Water 10.9 ± 2.6 6.6 ± 0.1 11.6 ± 0.8
Ethanol 3.1 ± 0.3 1.2 ± 0.0 1.3 ± 0.1

Ash 14.1 ± 0.0 15.7 ± 0.2 7.4 ± 0.1

Total 94.4 97.8 101.8

Values are expressed as mean and standard deviation (number of replicates, n = 15).

3.2. Lignin Extraction Yields and Purities for Various Fractionation Conditions

One important component in lignocellulosic biomass is lignin, which is one of the most abundant
and renewable aromatic resources in the world [43]. The fractionation reaction conditions in the
presence of the appropriate catalyst may affect the lignin’s solubilization and extraction behavior, i.e.,
this fractionation process should be able to break the intermolecular bonding between lignin and
hemicellulose and therefore give relatively pure lignin [44].

First, chemical fractionation using organosolv was conducted to extract lignin from three
agricultural residues (RH, RS, and BS) by applying various temperatures and reaction times.
The fractionation reaction was tested at elevated temperatures (170–190 ◦C) for extended reaction
times (30–90 min), and the solubilization of chemical components during the organosolv fractionation
reaction was investigated, as shown in Figure 2. For RH, the lignin recovery yields in the liquid
hydrolysate ranged from 43.8% (170 ◦C, 30 min) to 55.2% (190 ◦C, 90 min). For the tested reaction
conditions, lignin recovery showed a significantly broad distribution, in the ranges of 0.6% to 53.1% for
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RS and 16.3% to 59.4% for BS. In all three residues, the lignin extraction yield tended to increase for
increased reaction severity (at higher temperatures and for longer reaction times). It was observed
that the highest yields of RH, RS, and BS were 55.2%, 53.1%, and 59.4% at 190 ◦C for 90 min of
reaction, respectively.

Figure 2. Changes in lignin extraction yield and purity profiles on three agricultural residues (rice
husk, rice straw, and barley straws) with various fractionation conditions.

Different lignin extraction behaviors were observed for various reaction conditions. First, in the
case of RH, no significant change was observed for lignin extraction for the various reaction conditions.
On the other hand, in the case of RS, significant lignin extraction occurred at 170 ◦C and, as the
temperature was increased to 190 ◦C, the lignin extraction yield increased further to 53.0%, and the
effect of the reaction time was also very significant. In particular, in the fractionation of BS, the yield of
lignin extraction increased monotonically depending on the severity of the reaction conditions, which
was unlikely in the fractionation of RH or RS. On the other hand, highly pure lignin was recovered from
all three residues, with a 95.4% to 96.8% content in BS, slightly lower than that of the other residues
(98.9% to 99.5% in RH and 98.5% to 99.5% in RS). It was speculated that the precipitation of lignin by
the addition of water to the fractionated liquid resulted in this high purity of the lignin because of its
low solubility in water.

3.3. Compositional Changes in Solid Residues after Fractionation

The compositional changes in the treated solid residues observed for various tested reaction
conditions are presented in Table 2. Under the tested fractionation conditions, the solid remaining
after fractionation (weight (g) of the remaining treated solid residue/weight (g) of untreated solid
input) were 60.7% to 58.6% at 170 ◦C and 55.0% to 48.5% at 190 ◦C for the raw RH as the reaction time
increased from 30 to 90 min. The glucan contents in the treated RH solid increased from 35.6% to
54.0% to 55.4% at 170 ◦C and increased to 55.6% to 54.1% at 190 ◦C with an increased reaction time,
which corresponded to 32.8% to 32.4% and 30.5% to 26.2% (the values were calculated considering
the remaining solid), respectively, based on the untreated RH. In the case of RH, the glucan content
decreased slightly as the reaction time increased at the reaction temperature of 190 ◦C, which may
indicate that the decomposition of glucan is somewhat sensitive to the reaction time. Meanwhile,
the XMG (Xylan + Mannan + Galactan) contents decreased sharply from 13.6% of untreated RH
to 4.6% to 3.3% at 170 ◦C and 1.9% to 0.7% at 190 ◦C in treated RH as the reaction time increased,
which corresponded to 2.8% to 1.9% and 1.0% to 0.4% of the untreated RH, respectively. In addition,
the residual lignin contents decreased from 22.7% of untreated RH to 12.3% to 13.0% at 170 ◦C and
8.7% to 8.2% at 190 ◦C in treated RH as the reaction time increased, which corresponded to 7.5% to
7.6% and 4.8% to 4.0% on the basis of the untreated RH. Consequently, approximately 91% and 74%
to 86% of the glucan was retained in the treated solids after the organosolv fractionation of RH at
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170 and 190 ◦C, respectively, while about 80% to 86% and 92% to 97% of hemicellulose (XMG) and
approximately 67% and 79% to 82% of lignin was dissolved in the fractionation liquid at 170 ◦C and
190 ◦C, respectively. The results suggested that more than two-thirds of the major components of RH
can be separated in the form of a solid and liquid by applying optimized pretreatment conditions.

Table 2. Effects of the reaction conditions on the solid remaining and fractionation performances for
three agricultural residues.

Biomass

Reaction
Conditions

Carbohydrate and Lignin
Contents S.R. 1 (wt%)

Fractionation Results

Temp.
(◦C)

Time
(min)

Glucan
(wt%)

XMG 2

(wt%)
Lignin
(wt%)

Glucan
Retention (%)

XMG 3

Dissolved (%)
Lignin

Dissolved (%)

Rice
Husk

Untreated - 35.6 13.6 22.7 100.0 - - -

170
30 54.0 4.6 12.3 60.7 92.3 79.7 67.0
60 54.1 3.9 12.3 59.4 90.5 82.8 67.8
90 55.4 3.3 13.0 58.6 91.3 85.8 66.4

190
30 55.6 1.9 8.7 54.9 85.9 92.4 78.9
60 55.5 1.3 8.3 52.5 82.0 95.1 80.8
90 54.1 0.7 8.2 48.5 73.8 97.4 82.4

Rice
Straw

Untreated - 32.9 16.2 11.7 100.0 - - -

170
30 39.2 18.3 14.3 81.7 97.5 7.8 0.3
60 40.4 16.9 13.0 75.7 93.1 20.9 15.8
90 43.1 14.6 11.3 67.2 88.3 39.3 35.4

190
30 46.6 14.7 11.0 67.4 95.7 38.8 36.8
60 49.2 12.3 9.8 61.6 92.3 53.1 48.7
90 51.8 10.2 9.0 57.7 90.8 63.5 55.9

Barley
Straw

Untreated - 41.5 18.1 14.9 100.0 - - -

170
30 51.9 18.4 16.2 75.6 94.5 23.1 17.6
60 56.6 16.9 14.7 68.3 93.1 36.3 32.7
90 61.2 15.1 13.1 60.7 89.4 49.3 46.5

190
30 61.2 14.2 13.0 62.6 92.5 50.9 45.1
60 66.0 11.8 11.9 56.4 89.7 63.2 55.0
90 70.2 9.4 10.4 51.5 87.2 73.2 63.9

1 S.R.: Solid remaining after reaction; 2 XMG: Xylan +mannan + galactan; 3 Data in the table based on the treated
biomass weight (oven dry) after reaction.

The glucan contents of fractionated RS increased from 32.9% to 39.2% to 43.1% at 170 ◦C and
increased to 46.7% to 51.8% at 190 ◦C with an increasing reaction time while the XMG contents in
fractionated RS decreased from 16.2% to 18.3% to 14.6% at 170 ◦C and to 14.7% to 10.3% at 190 ◦C.
On the other hand, the lignin contents increased slightly from 11.7% to 14.3% to 11.2% at 170 ◦C, and
decreased to 11.0% to 9.0% at 190 ◦C with an increasing reaction time. This change in the content
of each component was due to the different hydrolysis reaction rates for each component during
the fractionation reaction. Consequently, approximately 88% to 97% and 91% to 96% of the glucan
was retained in the fractionated solids through the organosolv fractionation of RS at 170 and 190 ◦C,
respectively, while about 8% to 39% and 39% to 64% of XMG and 0% to 35% and 37% to 56% of lignin
was dissolved into the fractionation liquid at 170 ◦C and 190 ◦C, respectively. Thus, RS showed higher
glucan retention, but the fractionation effect of XMG and lignin was not significant. Therefore, for RS,
the organosolv fractionation process may not be an appropriate method for the effective fractionation
of XMG and lignin.

In the case of BS, the glucan contents in the fractionated solid increased from 41.5% to 51.9%
to 61.2% at 170 ◦C and increased to 61.3% to 70.2% at 190 ◦C. The XMG contents in fractionated BS
decreased in all samples from 16.2% to 18.3% to 14.6% at 170 ◦C and 14.7% to 10.3% at 190 ◦C. However,
the lignin contents decreased slightly from 18.1% to 18.4% to 15.1% at 170 ◦C, and to 14.2% to 9.4% at
190 ◦C for an increased reaction time. Approximately 89% to 95% and 87% to 92% of the glucan was
retained in the fractionated BS solids at 170 ◦C and 190 ◦C, respectively, while about 23% to 49% and
51% to 73% of XMG and 18% to 47% and 45% to 64% of lignin were dissolved in the liquid hydrolysate
at 170 and 190 ◦C, respectively. In the case of BS, glucan retention in the fractionated solid was the
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highest (95%) for all tested samples. In addition, the fractionation of XMG and lignin, even though it
was lower than that of RH, was affected significantly by the changing reaction conditions.

3.4. Sugar Recovery and Decomposition Behavior in the Fractionated Hydrolysate

During the course of the fractionation processing, a xylose-rich liquid sample was generated by
the hydrolysis of hemicellulose. In addition, usually, more severe reaction conditions make xylose
undergo a condensation reaction, resulting in furfural and formic acid, which serve as strong inhibitors
in the following conversion steps using enzymes and microbes [45]. To determine the characteristic
behavior of sugars and other byproducts during reaction, the yields of hemicellulose-derived sugar
(mainly xylose (XMG)) and byproducts, i.e., furfural and formic acid and acetic acid, were analyzed
since both furfural and formic acid are the degraded products derived from hemicellulose, and they
are well-known inhibitors in the bioconversion step, and acetic acid is usually formed by deacetylation
of hemicellulose in the chemical fractionation reaction [45].

For RH, the hydrolysis yields of hemicellulose for various reaction times at the reaction temperature
of 170 ◦C are shown in Figure 3. The highest hemicellulose-derived sugar (XMG) yield was 73.8%
when RH was fractionated at 170 ◦C for 30 min, and decreased to 55.4% as the reaction time
was extended to 90 min (Figure 3a). As shown in Figure 3b, a similar behavior was observed at
190 ◦C. However, it dramatically dropped from 67.5% at 30 min to 27.0% at 90 min, which was
attributed to the decomposition of hemicellulose-derived sugar into furfural and formic acid under
the harsher reaction conditions. Indeed, as the reaction time was prolonged, the formation of sugar
decomposition products also increased, with furfural concentrations increasing from 1.1 to 1.9 g/L,
while the formic acid concentration remained almost constant at 0.4 to 0.45 g/L at 170 ◦C. As seen
in Figure 3b, the concentrations of furfural and formic acid increased from 2.0 to 3.5 g/L and from
0.5% to 0.8%, respectively, at 190 ◦C. On the other hand, the acetic acid concentration was measured to
be approximately 1.2 g/L, and there was no significant change under the various reaction conditions.
Levulinic acid and HMF concentrations were at relatively low levels (<0.3%).

  
Figure 3. Hemicellulose-derived sugar yield and concentration of sugar-decomposed products in rice
husk-fractionated hydrolysate (a) 170 ◦C and (b) 190 ◦C.

Figure 4 shows the sugar recovery and formation of decomposition products, such as the
RS hydrolysate, as a function of the reaction time ((a) 170 ◦C and (b) 190 ◦C). The yield of XMG
increased slightly over the tested reaction time to 15.2% to 31.9% at 170 ◦C, but the XMG yield
decreased substantially from 24.4% to 17.64% at 190 ◦C. Therefore, in the case of RS, it was seen
that the fractionation process under the tested conditions was not effective for the production of
hemicellulose-derived sugar.
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Figure 4. Hemicellulose-derived sugar yield and concentration of sugar-decomposed products in rice
straw-fractionated hydrolysate (a) 170 ◦C and (b) 190 ◦C.

In the case of BS (Figure 5), the XMG yield was relatively lower than that of RH for all the reaction
conditions, and the values obtained exhibited a similar trend. A higher XMG yield (approximately
35%) was achieved at 170 ◦C for 90 min of reaction. At the lower temperature (170 ◦C), the yield
increased gradually as the reaction time increased from 25.2% to 35.7%. However, at the higher
temperature (190 ◦C), the XMG yield remained constant (approximately 33%) in spite of the reaction
time. The concentration of byproducts showed a distinct trend in which more sugar was decomposed
under more severe reaction conditions. At 170 ◦C, the furfural concentration increased from 0.49 to
0.97 g/L with the increased reaction time, and the formic acid concentration also increased from 0.42
to 0.49 g/L. At higher temperatures, the furfural and formic acid concentrations increased from 0.8
to 1.8 g/L and from 0.5 to 0.70 g/L, respectively. In addition, the acetic acid concentrations showed a
monotonic increase from 0.8 to 1.2 g/L at 170 ◦C and 0.9 to 1.3 g/L at 190 ◦C with an increase in the
reaction time even though the hydrolytic sugar yield was not high. The lowered levels of levulinic
acid (0.1–0.4 g/L) and HMF (0.1–0.2 g/L) at each tested temperature were believed to be due to lower
glucose production in the fractionated hydrolyzate (Figure 5a,b).

  
Figure 5. Hemicellulose-derived sugar yield and concentration of sugar-decomposed products in
barley straw-fractionated hydrolysate (a) 170 ◦C and (b) 190 ◦C.
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3.5. Enzymatic Digestibility of Fractionated Solid Residues

To evaluate the digestibility of fractionated solid for cellulose-derived sugar (glucose) production,
an enzymatic hydrolysis was conducted with cellulase loading of 15 FPU/g-glucan. The enzymatic
hydrolysis rates of the fractionated solid residues were compared with the reaction rates of untreated
RH, RS, and BS. As shown in Figure 6, the highest digestibility (85.2% at 72 h of hydrolysis) was observed
from the fractionated RH, and the highest digestibility of RS and BS was 60.0% and 70.5%, respectively,
at the specific reaction condition, which resulted in the highest lignin extraction. The increase
of the glucose production in enzyme-digested fractionated solid residues was higher than that of
untreated RH, RS, and BS by 3.5-, 11.1-, and 3.2-fold, respectively. In the case of fractionated RS,
the pretreatment effect seems to be very large despite the lowest degree of enzymatic hydrolysis.
This is due to the fundamentally low enzymatic digestibility of 5.4% in untreated rice straw. On the
other hand, the enzymatic digestibility of untreated RH and BS was 24.5% and 22.0%, respectively.
These results suggest that the factor that greatly affects the enzyme hydrolysis reaction was the removal
of components other than cellulose from the lignocellulosic biomass.

Figure 6. The 72-h enzymatic digestibility of three fractionated agricultural residues with cellulase
loadings of 15 FPU/g-glucan for cellulose-derived sugar production.

3.6. Chemical Characteristics of Extracted Lignin from RS, RH, and BS

The hydroxyl groups of lignin extracted under the fractionation conditions—ethanol concentration
of 60%, reaction temperature of 190 ◦C, and reaction time of 90 min—that showed the highest lignin
extraction yields on each agricultural residues were quantified by 31P NMR spectrum and are shown
in Table 3, which compares the contents of p-hydroxylphenyl, guaiacyl, and syringyl units (referred to
as H, G, and S, respectively) in each residue. In the RH lignin, H, G, and S contents were 0.55, 1.49,
and 0.90 mmol/g, respectively, which were found to be higher than those obtained from RS or BS. In
the aliphatic hydroxyl content of each extracted lignin, RH lignin showed the lowest content of 0.93
mmol/g, and the RS and BS lignins were present at 1.84 and 1.66 mmol/g, respectively. In contrast, the
phenolic hydroxyl content of RH lignin had the highest value of 2.94 mmol/g and RS and BS lignin had
corresponding contents of 2.19 and 1.67 mmol/g, respectively. It is generally known that the aliphatic
hydroxyl can be reduced by a mechanism involving the loss of γ-methylol groups while removing
formaldehyde when theβ-aryl ether bonds are cleaved by ethanol [46]. In addition, according to Baucher
and Sun’s reports, phenolic hydroxyl units exist in biomass, forming lignin/phenolic–carbohydrate
units owing to the combination of ester and ether with hemicellulose [47,48]. For this reason, the lower
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aliphatic hydroxyl group and higher phenolic hydroxyl group contents in the treated biomass samples
may be related to the degree of hemicellulose-derived sugar release from RH.

The Mn, Mw, and polydispersity index (PDI) of extracted lignin from RS, RH, and BS were
determined by GPC. In the organosolv process, as the reaction conditions become more severe, smaller
lignin fragments were formed, which resulted in the decreased molecular weight of lignin. At the
same fractionation conditions, the Mn of RH, RS, and BS were 1497, 1523, and 1703 g/mol, respectively.
The PDI represents the molecular weight distribution of lignin, which is considered to be an important
factor when lignin forms polymers [49]. As shown in Table 3, the PDI values of organosolv lignin
ranged from 1.15 to 1.28, indicating a fairly uniform molecular weight distribution. Therefore, it was
confirmed that organosolv-extracted lignin from three agricultural residues had high purity (more
than 95%) and a low molecular weight (1453–1817 g/mol) and low PDI (1.15–1.28).

Table 3. Structural characteristics of extracted lignin fractions from three agricultural residues.

Biomass

Lignin Monomers Molecular Weight

Aliphatic H Unit 1 G Unit 2 S Unit 3 Phenols COOH Mn Mw PDI 4

(mmol/g) (mmol/g) (mmol/g) (mmol/g) (mmol/g) (mmol/g) (g/mol) (g/mol) (-)

Rice husk 0.93 0.55 1.49 0.90 2.94 0.21 1453 1771 1.22
Rice straw 1.84 0.57 0.98 0.64 2.19 0.33 1523 1756 1.15

Barley straw 1.66 0.34 0.74 0.60 1.67 0.34 1703 2110 1.24
1 H Unit: p-hydroxyphenyl; 2 G Unit: Guaiacyl; 3 S Unit: Syringyl; 4 PDI: Polydispersity index (Mw/Mn).

4. Conclusions

To address the importance of lignin valorization in the biorefinery industry, an organosolv
fractionation involving ball milling was conducted at a bench scale on three agricultural residues.
Lignin extracted from RH, RS, and BS showed relatively high purity (99.5% for RH and RS, and 96.8%
for BS) and similar chemical characteristics. However, considering the simultaneous production of
hemicellulose-derived sugars, different fractionation behaviors were shown for the three agricultural
residues. Among the three tested agricultural residues, it was concluded that more effective results were
obtained for RH considering its performance, including the lignin recovery (55.2%), lignin purity (99.5%),
hemicellulose-derived sugar yield (73.8%), and glucan-to-glucose yield (85.2%). Fine refinements
in this process can improve the fractionation efficiency of RH. Based on the results, it is speculated
that the fractionation efficiency for RH can be improved with fine refinements. Furthermore, it is
considered that the range of reaction conditions should be shifted for effective BS fractionation.
Unfortunately, for the case of RS, other fractionation processes should be applied to achieve effective
fractionation performance.
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Abstract: Brønsted acid-catalyzed reactions of α-pinene have been studied because of their ability to
produce various types of fragrance molecules. Beyond this application, dimeric hydrocarbon products
produced from coupling reactions of α-pinene have been suggested as renewable high-density fuel
molecules. In this context, this paper presents the application of a sulfated tin(IV) oxide catalyst
for the partial coupling reaction of α-pinene from turpentine. Brønsted acid sites inherent in this
solid superacid catalyst calcined at 550 ◦C successfully catalyzed the reaction, giving the largest yield
of dimeric products (49.6%) at 120 ◦C over a reaction time of 4 h. Given that the low-temperature
viscosity of the mentioned dimeric products is too high for their use as a fuel in transportation
engines, lowering the viscosity is an important avenue of study. Therefore, our partial coupling
reaction of α-pinene provides a possible solution as a considerable amount of the isomers of α-pinene
still remained after the reaction, which reduces the low-temperature viscosity. On the basis of a
comparison of the reaction products, a plausible mechanism for the reaction involving coinstantaneous
isomerization and coupling reaction of α-pinene was elucidated.

Keywords: solid superacid catalyst; sulfated tin(IV) oxide; α-pinene partial coupling; renewable
high-density fuel

1. Introduction

Turpentine, one of the most widely produced plant-derived secondary metabolites, is a mixture of
monoterpenes. It is made up mainly of α-pinene and its isomers, such as β-pinene and camphene.
Depending on the production method, it is categorized as gum turpentine (produced from oleoresins
of conifers), wood turpentine (produced from aged pine stumps), sulfate turpentine (produced by the
kraft pulping process), and sulfite turpentine (produced by the sulfite pulping process) [1]. Concerns
about fossil fuel depletion and environmental destruction urge us to develop alternative energy
resources. In this regard, turpentine, in which C10 hydrocarbons form major components, has been
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reported as a potential candidate for providing biofuel blends for fueling both spark ignition engines
and compression ignition engines [2–5].

A coupling reaction by which C20 hydrocarbons can be synthesized from renewable α-pinene
has been devised for ramjet propulsion [6–8], but not for conventional jet fuels. This is because the
relatively high carbon number of these compared to that of petroleum-derived fuels tremendously
increases their low-temperature viscosity, which limits the suitability of using dimeric products alone
for transport fuel [9]. Thus, the partial coupling of monoterpene hydrocarbons was suggested as one
possible solution [10]. This agrees with the results reported by Harvey et al., who suggested blending
dimeric products with monoterpene hydrocarbons such as α-pinene, thereby resolving the viscosity
problem of dimeric products [6].

Coupling of monoterpene hydrocarbons has been studied using various types of heterogeneous
acid catalysts, such as Nafion, Nafion SAC-13, montmorillonite K10, Al-incorporated MCM-41,
Pd-Al-incorporated MCM-41, phosphotungstic acid supported on MCM-41, phosphotungstic acid
supported on SiO2, Zeolite Hβ, and silica-alumina aerosol [6–8,11–14]. Given that the isomerization
of monoterpene hydrocarbons is usually attributed to Brønsted acid activity and that Brønsted acids
can also assist in their coupling reactions undertaken in harsh conditions, it has been thought that the
catalytic activities of the above catalysts are caused by Brønsted acid sites and the role of Lewis acid
sites is less significant.

Herein, we used sulfated tin(IV) oxide (SO4
2−/SnO2) as a solid superacid catalyst to carry out

partial coupling of α-pinene for the production of less viscous high-density fuel molecules. SO4
2−/SnO2

catalysts have been used in various types of organic reactions, such as dehydration of sorbitol
and xylose to isosorbide and furfural, respectively, esterification of free fatty acids, the Penchmann
condensation reaction, and deprotection of silyl ether groups [15–19]. Successive chemical precipitation
and immersion in diluted sulfuric acid yielded this catalyst from tin chloride pentahydrate in a facile
procedure. In this study, the catalyst successfully furnished dimeric products from α-pinene with
its isomers in solventless conditions. On the basis of the results, a plausible mechanism for the
isomerization and coupling reaction, in which Brønsted acid catalysis plays a central role, was also
suggested. To our knowledge, no attempt has been made so far to propose a mechanism considering
both reactions together.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Catalyst Preparation

To prepare the catalysts, tin oxide powder obtained from tin (IV) chloride pentahydrate
(SnCl4·5H2O) by chemical precipitation, followed by drying, was used as a precursor. Briefly,
a transparent 0.1 M tin chloride solution was prepared by dissolving SnCl4·5H2O in distilled water.
To hydrolyze the tin chloride complex, a 28 wt% aqueous ammonia solution was added dropwise
under vigorous stirring. The addition was stopped when the pH of the solution reached approx. 8.
After a precipitate was separated from clear supernatant liquid, thorough washing was carried out
with a 4 wt% ammonium acetate solution by centrifugation. The white product was then dried in
an oven at 105 ◦C for 24 h and ground into a fine powder. The prepared tin oxide (SnO2) powder
(10 g) was placed in a round flask containing 3 g of sulfuric acid diluted with 20 mL of distilled water.
After sufficient stirring at 80 ◦C, water was removed in vacuo and sulfuric acid-treated SnO2 was
dried and stored in an oven at 65 ◦C. This precatalyst was dried further at 120 ◦C for 12 h, followed by
calcination at 450, 550, 600, and 650 ◦C for 4 h.

2.2. Catalyst Characterization

To understand the properties of the prepared catalysts and elucidate their catalytic activity, we
conducted X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis, field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM),
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), and temperature-programmed desorption of ammonia (NH3-TPD).
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The XRD patterns of the catalysts were collected to compare the crystal structures. The surface
morphology of the catalysts was investigated using FE-SEM. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) and elemental mapping were also performed as part of the SEM investigation. To study the
thermal properties of the catalysts, TGA was carried out. NH3-TPD was performed to characterize
the improvement in the catalyst acidity. The detailed analysis conditions are described in the
Supplementary Materials.

2.3. Catalytic Tests

In a typical experiment, turpentine (5 g), tridecane (2 g, GC internal standard), and catalysts (0.1 g)
were added without any solvent to a 50 mL glass flask equipped with a magnetic Teflon-coated stirrer
and a reflux condenser. The reactor was then loaded on a preheated aluminum heating block and
stirred vigorously. Upon completion of the reaction, the reactor was removed from the heating block
and immediately cooled to room temperature using a cold-water bath. After cooling, the crude reaction
mixture was diluted with n-hexane (100 mL) and filtered over a Celite pad. To estimate the product
composition by the internal standard method, a diluted reaction mixture was analyzed using a gas
chromatograph (7890B) equipped with a DB-5ms column (30 m × 250 μm, 0.25 μm thickness), a mass
spectrometer detector (5977A), and a flame ionization detector (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara,
CA, USA). The yield of the products and the conversion rate of α-pinene were calculated using the
following equations:

Yield of product i (%) =
Weight of product i

Weight of crude reaction mixture
×100, (1)

Conversion rate of α− pinene (%) =
Consumed weight of α− pinene

Initial weight of α− pinene
×100. (2)

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Catalyst Characteristics

3.1.1. Catalyst Surface Morphology

To investigate the surface morphological properties of intact tin oxide (SnO2) and sulfated tin
oxide (SO4

2−/SnO2), field emission-scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) observation was carried
out. The SEM images in Figure 1a,b show that intact SnO2 has a rough surface, whereas SO4

2−/SnO2

exhibits a smooth one because, although both surfaces consist of globular nanoparticles, the size of the
nanoparticles in SO4

2−/SnO2 was much smaller than that of the nanoparticles in intact SnO2. Energy
dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analysis confirmed the presence of sulfur-containing groups on the
surface of SO4

2−/SnO2 (Figure S1a–d). In addition, elemental mapping images clearly show a uniform
distribution of sulfur atoms on the surface (Figure 1c and Figure S1e).

3.1.2. Catalyst Crystal Structure

The crystal structures of tin oxide (SnO2) and sulfated tin oxide (SO4
2−/SnO2) calcined at 550 ◦C

was characterized using powder X-ray diffraction, as shown in Figure 2. There were obvious differences
in the diffraction peaks for the species. The diffractogram of intact SnO2 shows a good match to the
ICDD powder diffraction file of cassiterite SnO2 (PDF 00-041-1445), which means that it has a tetragonal
crystal structure similar to that of cassiterite SnO2 (P42/mnm space group). Major diffraction peaks
observed at 2θ = 27◦, 34◦, and 52◦ could be indexed to the (110), (101), and (211) planes of cassiterite
SnO2, respectively. Immersion in diluted sulfuric acid before calcination significantly influenced the
crystal structure. Even though the characteristic diffraction peaks of cassiterite SnO2 were detected in
the diffractogram of SO4

2−/SnO2, the intensities of the peaks decreased significantly and their breadth
broadened considerably. Because this weakening and broadening denotes diminished crystallinity
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and crystallite size [16,20], Figure 2 suggests an amorphous structure and small-sized crystallites of
SO4

2−/SnO2. In accordance with the results presented in previous studies related to sulfated metal
oxides such as SnO2 and ZrO2, sulfate groups on the surface of sulfuric acid immersed SnO2 seem
to hamper both aggregation and crystallization themselves during calcination [17,21,22]. This result
also coincides with the FE-SEM images shown in Figure 1, which shows the difference in the size of
globular nanoparticles making up the surfaces.

 
Figure 1. Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) images of the surface of (a) intact
SnO2; and (b) SO4

2−/SnO2; (c) SEM-energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) elemental mapping
images of SO4

2−/SnO2. The samples were prepared by calcination at 550 ◦C for 4 h. In the overlay
image of SEM and sulfur atom mapping, the gray color represents an area in shadow or surface facing
away from the EDS detector.

Figure 2. X-ray diffraction patterns of intact SnO2 (black line) and SO4
2−/SnO2 (red dashed line).

The samples were calcined at 550 ◦C. On the basis of the ICDD powder diffraction file (PDF 00-041-1445),
the peaks were indexed as tetragonal crystal structure as cassiterite SnO2 (P42/mnm space group).

3.1.3. Catalyst Thermostability

The catalyst was designed to be applied to the coupling of α-pinene under somewhat harsh
reaction conditions (≥100 ◦C). Our query was whether the catalytic activity over sulfated tin oxide
(SO4

2−/SnO2) could be sustained during the reaction. Because sulfate groups introduced on the
surface of the SO4

2−/SnO2 support by immersion in diluted sulfuric acid are responsible for the
catalytic activity [23], the thermal decomposition behavior of sulfate groups was investigated by
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). Figure S2 shows the TGA graph of intact SnO2 and SO4

2−/SnO2

calcined at 550 ◦C. SO4
2−/SnO2 displayed two distinguishable weight loss sections, whereas intact SnO2

presented gradual weight reduction throughout the temperature range. The weight reduction of intact
SnO2 and the first weight loss of SO4

2−/SnO2 from 120 to 550 ◦C can be explained by the desorption
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of chemisorbed water molecules and dehydroxylation on the surface of the SnO2 support [20,22].
The difference between the extents of the weight reduction experienced by them may be attributed
to the differences in the surface functional groups, especially sulfate groups, on which water can
interact [23]. In addition, significant weight loss was observed at temperatures higher than 600 ◦C in
the case of SO4

2−/SnO2, which is attributed to the decomposition of sulfate groups on the surface of
the SnO2 support [20,22].

3.1.4. Catalyst Acidity

To qualitatively evaluate the acidities of the intact tin oxide (SnO2) and sulfated tin oxide
(SO4

2−/SnO2) catalysts, we carried out temperature programmed desorption of ammonia (NH3-TPD).
The TPD profiles of desorbed ammonia clearly show an improvement in the acid strength of the catalysts
when SnO2 was immersed in diluted sulfuric acid before calcination (Figure 3a). Peak deconvolution
can help us interpret the meaning of the overlapped peaks. As can be seen in Figure 3b, the profile of
intact SnO2 calcined at 550 ◦C consisted mainly of two peaks centered at approx. 372 ◦C (dark yellow)
and 513 ◦C (dark cyan), which are attributed to weak and strong chemisorption of ammonia. On the
other hand, the SO4

2−/SnO2 calcined at 550 ◦C had four kinds of acid sites which present four peaks
centered at approx. 240 ◦C (magenta), 353 ◦C (blue), 531 ◦C (purple), and 736 ◦C (orange) (Figure 3c).
In particular, the strongest acid sites were attributed to the desorption of ammonia from sulfate groups
on the surface of SO4

2−/SnO2 [24]. This interpretation coincided with the TGA results for SO4
2−/SnO2

shown in Figure S2, which displays a significant weight loss at temperatures higher than 600 ◦C due
to the decomposition of sulfate groups on the surface. In addition to the obvious differences in the
peak number and overall peak intensities in the TPD profiles, the amount of NH3-uptake by the
catalysts also suggests that immersion in diluted sulfuric acid generates much more acid sites than
those developed in intact SnO2 (Table 1).

Figure 3. (a) Temperature programmed desorption of ammonia (NH3–TPD) profiles of intact SnO2

(black line) and SO4
2−/SnO2 (red dashed line); (b–c) Deconvolution of overlapped peaks in the profiles.

The samples were prepared by calcination at 550 ◦C for 4 h; (d) NH3–TPD profiles of SO4
2−/SnO2

calcined at 550 ◦C (red dashed line), 600 ◦C (blue dotted line), and 650 ◦C (orange line).

The effect of the calcination temperature on the acidity of the sulfated catalyst was evaluated based
on the amount of NH3 uptake (Table 1). Generally, increasing the calcination temperature reduces the
total acid sites of sulfated or phosphated solid acid catalysts [25,26]. Our results coincide with those
reported. However, one difference was found above the 600 ◦C calcination temperature, with a new
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peak centered at approx. 696 ◦C appearing and the disappearance of the peak centered at approx.
736 ◦C in the TPD profiles (Figure 3d).

Table 1. NH3 uptake of intact SnO2 and SO4
2−/SnO2 calcined at different temperatures.

Catalyst Intact SnO2
1

SO4
2−/SnO2

450 ◦C 2 550 ◦C 600 ◦C 650 ◦C
NH3 uptake (μmol g−1) 171.1 3 1161.8 760.2 400.1 425.0

1 Intact SnO2 was calcined at 550 ◦C. 2 Calcination temperature. 3 Calculated based on the NH3–TPD results.

3.2. Catalytic Tests and Reaction Mechanism

3.2.1. Effect of Catalyst Calcination Temperature on Partial Coupling Reaction of α-Pinene

When it comes to preparing a sulfated metal oxide catalyst using sulfuric acid treatment, a sintering
process is important because the promotion of sulfate groups on the surface of metal oxide occurs
during calcination and the acid sites generated by these sulfate groups offer the essential catalytic
activity [23]. Figure 4 shows stark differences in the effect of the calcination temperature on the catalytic
activity of sulfated tin oxide (SO4

2−/SnO2). The yield of dimeric products from α-pinene (1) was the
largest for the catalyst calcined at 550 ◦C (48.9 ± 1.2%), while almost no conversion to dimeric products
and significantly lowered production were observed below and above this temperature, respectively.
When we tried to correlate the yield of dimeric products with the amount of the total acid sites of
catalysts, unlike previous papers [25,26], there was a large discrepancy in the calcination temperature
range from 450 to 550 ◦C (Table 1 and Figure 4). Although the catalyst calcined at 450 ◦C showed
the highest NH3 uptake, it was not able to furnish dimeric products at all. Since a large amount of
sulfuric acid can hinder the growth of SnO2 crystals (Figure 2), thereby leading to poor promotion
of sulfate groups on the surface of SO4

2−/SnO2, the negligible catalytic activity of catalyst calcined at
450 ◦C (α-pinene conversion rate <20%) was attributed to sulfuric acid remaining in large quantities
during the calcination process. Zhang et al. reported that increasing the calcination temperature from
150 to 550 ◦C made sulfate groups of SO4

2−/CeO2 transition from surface sulfate states to bulk sulfate
states; the catalyst mainly possessing sulfate groups as surface sulfate states worked well in catalytic
reduction of NO by NH3. According to the Raman spectra in which only the catalyst calcined at 550 ◦C
presented the peaks denoting bulk sulfate states, this transition seems to occur abruptly when the
calcination temperature increased from 450 ◦C to 550 ◦C [27]. In this respect, the discrepancy between
the yield of dimeric products and the amount of the total acid sites of catalysts can be understood by
considering that the catalyst possessing sulfate groups as bulk sulfate states is effective in the coupling
reaction of α-pinene. On the other hand, calcination temperatures higher than 550 ◦C caused significant
decomposition of sulfuric acid and even sulfate groups on the surface of SO4

2−/SnO2 (Figure S2).
Therefore, when the same amount of sulfuric acid was treated, a much higher calcination temperature
made the catalyst lose sulfate groups. In this regard, the less effective catalytic activity of catalysts
calcined at 600 and 650 ◦C can be understood. Finally, to compare the effect of the promotion of sulfate
groups on the catalytic activity, we conducted the reaction with intact SnO2 calcined at 550 ◦C, which
showed negligible α-pinene conversion (data not shown).

In contrast to dimeric products, catalysts prepared at higher calcination temperatures (600 and
650 ◦C) more readily furnished camphene (6) from α-pinene (1) and the catalyst calcined at 550 ◦C
also yielded a considerable amount of compound 6 (Figure 4). In other words, the conversion to
compound 6 competed with the production of dimeric products from compound 1, and once formed,
compound 6 was thought to be indifferent to the homocoupling reaction with these catalysts. This is
supported by the fact that several catalysts lack the ability to catalyze homocoupling of compound 6 to
form dimeric hydrocarbon products [11].
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Figure 4. Effect of catalyst calcination temperature on the yields of dimeric products (�) and camphene
(•) and the conversion rate of α-pinene (�). All the other reaction conditions were maintained for 3 h
at 120 ◦C.

3.2.2. Effect of Reaction Time and Temperature on Partial Coupling Reaction of α-Pinene

To investigate the effects of reaction time and temperature on the yield of dimeric products,
we selected the sulfated tin oxide (SO4

2−/SnO2) catalyst calcined at 550 ◦C based on the results shown
in Figure 4. As one can see in Figure 5, the conversion of α-pinene (1) was almost 100 ± 0% only after
30 min except for the reaction at 100 ◦C. This consumption furnished dimeric products almost entirely
at the beginning of the reaction (Figure 5a). The additional increase in the yield continued up to 3 h
at all reaction temperatures. A quite interesting feature was that after 3 h, there was no significant
difference among the yields of dimeric products at 100, 110, and 130 ◦C, although the increase in the
yield of dimeric products during the reaction was the highest at 100 ◦C (from 13.6 ± 3.2% to 45.0 ± 0.7%).
A significant difference after 3 h was only observed at 120 ◦C, which produced the highest yield of
all (48.9 ± 1.2%). However, when we carried out the reaction further in these conditions, there was a
poor improvement (from 48.9 ± 1.2% to 49.6 ± 0.7%). In other words, only around half of compound 1

yielded dimeric products and therefore our catalyst did not seem suitable for the coupling reaction.
However, considering the low-temperature viscosity of dimeric products [9], this partial coupling will
be even more appropriate for fuel applications [10].

Figure 5. Effect of reaction time and temperature on the yields of (a) dimeric products and (b) camphene:
(�) for 100 ◦C; (�) for 110 ◦C; (�) for 120 ◦C; (�) for 130 ◦C; (�) for α-pinene conversion rate except for
100 ◦C condition; (+) for α-pinene conversion rate at 100 ◦C condition. The used catalyst was prepared
by calcination at 550 ◦C for 4 h.

Figure 5b shows that the yields of camphene (6) decreased depending on the reaction temperature
and time. Given compound 6 seems to be less reactive to homocoupling with our catalyst, its decrease
during the reaction time implies the possibility of heterocoupling of compound 6 with other species,
even including dimeric products. Because such heterocoupling can consume dimeric products and
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furnish oligomeric products, reaction temperatures higher than 120 ◦C produced a lower yield of
dimeric products.

In order to investigate why the yields of both dimeric products and camphene did not show major
changes after 3 h, we conducted a reusable test of the catalyst to prove whether or not the deactivation
of the catalyst occurred during the reaction. Unfortunately, the used catalyst did not furnish dimeric
products (data not shown). We thought that this was due to the sludge generated by the condensation
of various substrates covering the acid sites of the catalyst. An interesting result was that thorough
washing with acetone also cannot restore the activity of the used catalyst, but rather eliminated the
activity. This is because the acetone washing removed not only the sludge but also the sulfate groups
of bulk sulfate states [27]. As mentioned before, sulfate groups as bulk sulfate states of catalysts seem
to have key role in the coupling of α-pinene (1).

3.2.3. Mechanism of Isomerization of α-Pinene over Sulfated Tin Oxide

Finally, the mechanism of isomerization and coupling reaction of α-pinene (1) over the sulfated
tin oxide (SO4

2−/SnO2) catalyst was considered. The generally accepted mechanism of acid-catalyzed
isomerization of compound 1 includes two distinct pathways [28]: ring enlargement rearrangement
(path A), wherein tri- or bicyclic compounds are produced; and ring opening rearrangement (path B),
in which monocyclic compounds are formed (Scheme 1). Both pathways are initiated by protonation
of olefin in compound 1 generating pinanyl cation (2). If the highly strained 4-membered ring in
carbocation 2 suffers from ring enlargement by Wagner–Meerwein rearrangement, bornanyl cation (3)
is formed. This carbocation 3 can produce tricyclene (4) via direct deprotonation or camphene (6) via
deprotonation of isocamphanyl cation (5) resulting from 1,2-sigmatropic rearrangement of carbocation 3.
Alternatively, carbocation 2 can be stabilized by the opening of the four-membered ring, which results
in p-mentha-1-en-8-yl cation (7). In light of the similarity in structure and stability between carbocation
7 and p-mentha-1-en-4-yl cation (8), the 1,2-hydride shift between them is considered reversible. These
carbocations (7 and 8) can be deprotonated to furnish monocyclic compounds (9–12).

In the above mechanism, the selectivities of camphene (6) from path A and limonene (9) from
path B are of interest, and it is undeniable that the selectivities depend on what catalyst is used. Because
compound 9 can further isomerize to other monocyclic compounds, catalysts showing the higher
(but not by much) selectivity for compound 6 compared to that for compound 9 have been reported more
commonly. Kitano et al. reported isomerization ofα-pinene (1) over an Al2O3-supported MoO3 catalyst,
which presented a slightly higher selectivity toward compound 6 than for compound 9, although the
conversion of compound 1 was not good enough [29]. SiO2- or MCM-41-supported H3PW12O40 and
MSU-S BEA or Y catalysts showed over 90% conversion of compound 1 and a slightly higher selectivity
for compound 6 [12,30,31]. Furthermore, very powerful catalysts such as Fe3+-exchanged clinoptilolite,
sulfated zirconia, SBA-15 supported TiO2, and sulfuric acid-treated montmorillonite clay have been
suggested for the production of compound 6 with prominent selectivity [28,32–35]. However, catalysts
that showed the higher selectivity for compound 9 compared to compound 6 have been reported
much less frequently. Yamamoto et al. developed a SiO2-supported Pr2O3 catalyst, which showed
very high selectivity for compound 9 although the conversion of compound 1 was notably low [36].
In addition to this catalyst, a SiO2-supported AlCl3 catalyst showed higher (but not by much) selectivity
for compound 9 with the varying conversion of compound 1. In this study, SO4

2−/SnO2 showed
much higher selectivity for compound 6 than for compound 9 with 100% conversion of compound 1

(Figure 5b and Figure S3). This tendency can be justified by the difference between compounds 6

and 9 in reactivity for further isomerization as mentioned previously. It has also been reported that
Al-MCM-41 lacks the ability to catalyze homocoupling of compound 6 formed by the isomerization
of compound 1 [11]. Given the significant amount of compound 6 still remaining after the coupling
reaction was over, not only further isomerization but also homocoupling of compound 6 seems to be
difficult with our catalyst, as mentioned in the previous section.
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Scheme 1. Plausible mechanism of isomerization of α-pinene over sulfated tin oxide catalyst: α-pinene
(1); pinanyl cation (2); bornanyl cation (3); tricyclene (4); isocamphanyl cation (5); camphene (6);
p-mentha-1-en-8-yl cation (7); p-mentha-1-en-4-yl cation (8); limonene (9); terpinolene (10); α-terpinene
(11); γ-terpinene (12); p-mentha-4(8)-en-2-yl cation (13); allylic carbocation I (14); isoterpinolene (15);
allylic carbocation II (16); p-mentha-2-en-8-yl cation (17); allylic carbocation III (18); p-mentha-3-en-1-yl
cation (19); p-mentha-3,8-diene (20); p-cymene (21); p-menthene isomers (22a–c).

In some papers, isoterpinolene (15) has been also suggested as a co-product. One plausible
mechanism for the formation of compound 15 starts from protonation of terpinolene (10), resulting in
p-mentha-4(8)-en-2-yl cation (13) [28]. Not only can direct deprotonation of carbocation 13 generate
compound 15, but also deprotonation of allylic carbocation I (14) resulting from carbocation 13 via
1,2-hydride shift can do the same. However, this suggestion has been controversial considering various
isoterpinolene/terpinolene concentration ratios, either higher or lower than 1 [37]. A second possible
mechanism is initiated by protonation of α-terpinene (11) or γ-terpinene (12), which gives allylic
carbocation III (18) and p-mentha-3-en-1-yl cation (19). This proposal was supported by Salacinski’s
results which showed the chemical equilibria of p-menthadiene species under sulfuric acid at 67 ◦C [38].
When compound 11 or 12 reacted under this condition as a sole starting material, the chemical
equilibrium consisted of only compounds 11, 12, 15, and a small amount of p-mentha-3,8-diene
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(20), where stabilization by the formation of a conjugated diene was considered the driving force.
In addition, the author described reaction coordinate diagrams with allylic carbocations (14 and 18) as
reaction intermediates. The presence of compound 20 in our results, even though the quantity of it was
relatively small, also seems to indicate this mechanism. Additionally, the successive transformation
of p-mentha-1-en-8-yl cation (7) into allylic carbocation II (16) and p-mentha-2-en-8-yl cation (14) via
1,3- and 1,5-hydride shifts, respectively, was suggested as the other possible route for the formation
of compound 15 [39]. Behr and Wintzer also reported that compound 15 was formed as a major side
product when the hydroaminomethylation of compound 9 was carried out with a [Rh(cod)Cl]2/TPPTS
catalyst [40], which means that compound 9 can be a linchpin when it comes to the production of
compound 15. As seen in Figure S3, the yield of compound 15 seems to follow the same trend as that
of 9 along the reaction time. This also suggests that the third suggested pathway chiefly occurs during
the isomerization of α-pinene (1) in the case of our catalyst.

In addition to the above-isomerized products, p-cymene (21) and p-menthene isomers (22a–c)
were detected in the reaction mixture. The simultaneous formation of compounds 21 and 22a–c can
be explained by disproportionation between α-terpinene (11) and γ-terpinene (12) [6,11]. Moreover,
dehydrogenation of compounds 11 and 12 was suggested to justify the production of compound
21 with the generation of hydrogen gas [41,42]. Given the para position of methyl and isopropyl
groups therein, compound 21 was generally reported as the target product not only when α-pinene
(1) was used in neat form [41,43] or as a major constituent of crude sulfate turpentine [44], but also
when limonene (9) was used as a sole starting material [42,45]. The concentration of compound 21

in the reaction mixture gradually increased with reaction time (Figure S3). This is because it did not
participate in further reactions, including both the isomerization and coupling reaction in our catalytic
system [7,12].

3.2.4. Mechanism of Coupling of α-Pinene over Sulfated Tin Oxide

The lack of knowledge about the molecular structure of dimeric products obtained from
monoterpene is attributed to the simultaneous homo- and heterocoupling that occurs for the starting
materials and the isomers therein [6,11,12]. Furthermore, it being hard to isolate only one dimeric
product from a product mixture, the study of their molecular structure has proven difficult. These
phenomena were also observed in our results; although the reaction started with α-pinene (1) as
a sole substance, besides isomerization, a variety of dimeric products were concurrently produced
(Figure S4). Nevertheless, some reports have suggested several possible molecular structures without
an understanding of the complicated reaction system [7,11,46].

Acid-catalyzed coupling reactions of monoterpene hydrocarbons generally involve three steps:
first, the protonation of olefin in monoterpene giving carbocations; next, the attack of olefin (nucleophile)
in another monoterpene on the previous carbocation (electrophile) furnishing a dimeric carbocation
with the formation of a new C–C bond between the nucleophile and the electrophile; and, finally,
the deprotonation of this carbocation giving dimeric products. Of course, dimeric carbocations formed
by nucleophilic attack on monomeric carbocations, or even by the re-protonation of dimeric products,
can suffer from isomerization and further coupling reactions, which is one reason for the complexity of
the reaction mechanism. In addition to coupling reactions that involve protonation/deprotonation, the
Diels–Alder reaction between monoterpenes, especially α-terpinene (11), has also been suggested as a
possible mechanism for the coupling reaction of monoterpenes [47].

In light of the results obtained for a reaction at a relatively low temperature (100 ◦C, Figure S3a),
although the concentration of α-pinene (1) in the reaction mixture precipitously decreased with reaction
time, considering almost all of the dimeric products were yielded in just 30 min, compound dimeric
structure (PD1). We can also imagine that further isomerization of this possible dimeric product gives,
for example, PD1a and PD1b via ring enlargement and ring opening, respectively.

The isomers of α-pinene (1), such as camphene (6), limonene (9), terpinolene (10), α-terpinene
(11), γ-terpinene (12), and isoterpinolene (15), and p-mentha-3,8-diene (20), all of which have olefin
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in their structure, can partake in coupling reactions as compound 1 does. As electrophiles, stable
allylic carbocations (14, 16, and 18) derived from these monocyclic isomers were thought to play a
pivotal role in the coupling reaction [38,39]. This type of coupling can occur from the beginning to
the end of a reaction, particularly in a predominant coupling reaction that occurs after compound 1 is
completely consumed. In Scheme 2, we suggest some possible dimeric structures (PD2–4), showing
that the isomers react as nucleophiles and electrophiles (carbocations).

Scheme 2. Examples of possible dimeric products of the coupling reaction of α-pinene catalyzed using
sulfated tin oxide: (A) coupling of bornanyl cation (3) and α-pinene (1) giving possible dimeric product
(PD1) and its isomers (PD1a–b); (B) coupling of allylic carbocation III (18) and α-terpinene (11) giving
PD2; (C) coupling of allylic carbocation I (14) and limonene (9) giving PD3; (D) coupling of allylic
carbocation II (16) and camphene (6) giving PD4.

Although we are not sure whether camphene (6) reacts as a nucleophile or electrophile
(as isocamphanyl cation (5)) during the coupling reaction, it is clear that compound 6 predominantly
participates in a heterocoupling (Scheme 2, PD4) rather than a homocoupling reaction considering that
a significant amount of compound 6 still remained after the reaction. This is in agreement with the
results obtained using Al-incorporated MCM-41 [11]. Meylemans et al. asserted that this phenomenon
is attributed to the low basicity of compound 6, which causes poor interactions between the external
olefin and the acid sites of the catalyst, thereby making the protonation of compound 6 difficult [7].

4. Conclusions

In summary, a sulfated tin(IV) oxide catalyst prepared using a facile procedure was applied to
the partial coupling reaction of α-pinene to furnish a renewable and less viscous high-density fuel.
To evaluate the catalytic activity of the catalyst, we considered the effect of the calcination temperature,
reaction time, and reaction temperature, and attempted to rationalize the results using the catalyst
characteristics. The catalyst calcination temperature had an enormous influence on the production
of dimeric hydrocarbon products, while reaction times and temperatures exceeding 1 h and 100 ◦C
affected the reaction to a lesser extent. The highest yield of dimeric products (49.6%) was obtained
when the catalyst was calcined at 550 ◦C and the reaction was carried out at 120 ◦C for 4 h. Although
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the yield was less than half, we think this value is enough to consider utilizing the reaction products
as renewable fuels, because it is not known that the dimeric products alone have a low-temperature
viscosity too high for use as a fuel in transportation engines. In other words, the mixture with the
isomers of α-pinene can drag down the low-temperature viscosity to the range of transportation fuels.
Finally, we described the possible mechanism of the coinstantaneous isomerization and coupling
reaction of α-pinene owing to our catalyst acting as a Brønsted acid.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/12/10/1905/s1,
Figure S1: (a,b) Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) spectra, (c,d) elemental quantitative data obtained from
intact SnO2 and SO4

2−/SnO2 and (e) higher resolution of elemental mapping image of SO4
2−/SnO2, Figure S2:

TGA curves of intact SnO2 (black line) and SO4
2−/SnO2 (red dashed line), Figure S3: The yields of the monomeric

products along the reaction time at (a) 100 ◦C and (b) 110 ◦C, Figure S4: General chromatogram of dimeric products
extracted from GC/FID result.
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Abstract: A series of nickel–alumina catalysts promoted by copper containing 1, 2, and 5 wt. %
Cu and 59, 58, and 55 wt. % Ni, respectively, (symbols: 59Ni1CuAl, 58Ni2CuAl, 55Ni5CuAl) and
a non-promoted catalyst containing 60 wt. % Ni (symbol: 60NiAl) were prepared following a
one-step co-precipitation method. They were characterized using various techniques (N2 sorption
isotherms, XRD, SEM-EDX, XPS, H2-TPR, NH3-TPD) and evaluated in the selective deoxygenation
of sunflower oil using a semi-batch reactor (310 ◦C, 40 bar of hydrogen, 96 mL/min hydrogen flow
rate, and 100 mL/1 g reactant to catalyst ratio). The severe control of the co-precipitation procedure
and the direct reduction (without previous calcination) of precursor samples resulted in mesoporous
nano-structured catalysts (most of the pores in the range 3–5 nm) exhibiting a high surface area
(192–285 m2 g−1). The promoting action of copper is demonstrated for the first time for catalysts with
a very small Cu/Ni weight ratio (0.02–0.09). The effect is more pronounced in the catalyst with the
medium copper content (58Ni2CuAl) where a 17.2% increase of green diesel content in the liquid
products has been achieved with respect to the non-promoted catalyst. The copper promoting action
was attributed to the increase in the nickel dispersion as well as to the formation of a Ni-Cu alloy
being very rich in nickel. A portion of the Ni-Cu alloy nanoparticles is covered by Ni0 and Cu0

nanoparticles in the 59Ni1CuAl and 55Ni5CuAl catalysts, respectively. The maximum promoting
action observed in the 58Ni2CuAl catalyst was attributed to the finding that, in this catalyst, there is
no considerable masking of the Ni-Cu alloy by Ni0 or Cu0. The relatively low performance of the
55Ni5CuAl catalyst with respect to the other promoted catalysts was attributed, in addition to the
partial coverage of Ni-Cu alloy by Cu0, to the remarkably low weak/moderate acidity and relatively
high strong acidity exhibited by this catalyst. The former favors selective deoxygenation whereas the
latter favors coke formation. Copper addition does not affect the selective-deoxygenation reactions
network, which proceeds predominantly via the dehydration-decarbonylation route over all the
catalysts studied.

Keywords: green diesel; renewable diesel; Ni catalyst; biofuel; hydrodeoxygenation; Cu-promotion
effect

1. Introduction

The emission of carbon dioxide from the combustion of fossil fuels (carbon, oil, and natural gas) is
responsible for the global warming whereas the increasing demands for fossil fuels is expected to lead

Energies 2020, 13, 3707; doi:10.3390/en13143707 www.mdpi.com/journal/energies59
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to their progressive depletion during the 21st century [1]. The replacement of fossil fuels by renewable
ones is actually critical for facing such a double problem [1–3]. Undoubtedly, biomass is an important
source of renewable energy. The animal fat and plant oils triglyceride biomass is very attractive because
it is much less complex than lignocellulosic biomass whereas the ratio of oxygen to the combustible
carbon and hydrogen atoms in a molecule of triglyceride is relatively small. The catalytic transformation
of triglycerides into n-alkanes in the diesel range (green diesel) was initially studied over noble metals
and conventional NiMo or CoMo/γ-Al2O3 sulfide catalysts [4]. Nickel non-sulphided catalysts have
gained much interest in the last decade [5–16]. The previously mentioned transformation over nickel
non-sulphided catalysts is realized by hydrotreatment (temperature: 240–360 ◦C, hydrogen pressure:
10–80 bar) whereas the relevant chemistry, stated in the next paragraph, is now well established.

The removal of oxygen without or with very small fragmentation extent of the side chains
of triglycerides is called Selective DeOxygenation (SDO). The first step of the SDO network is the
rapid hydrogenation of olefinic bonds of side chains of triglycerides. It is followed by the gradual
decomposition of the O-C bonds in the glycerol side resulting progressively to di-glycerides and then
mono-glycerides and then to free fatty acids and propane. The free fatty acids could be transformed by
direct decarboxylation (deCO2) into n-alkanes with an odd number of carbon atoms (mainly n-C17
and n-C15) and carbon dioxide. However, this pathway, if any, has very low probability above nickel
catalysts [4]. Much more probable is the second pathway whereby the free fatty acids are reduced
to the corresponding fatty aldehydes by water removal. The aldehydes are then decarbonylated,
which results in n-alkanes with an odd number of carbon atoms (mainly n-C17 and n-C15) and carbon
monoxide. Thus, the SDO via this route takes place by dehydration–decarbonylation (deH2O-deCO).
The third pathway involves the reduction of the fatty aldehydes into the corresponding fatty alcohols
and their very rapid equilibration. The fatty alcohols are transformed into olefins by dehydration,
which are then hydrogenated and leads to n-alkanes with an even number of carbon atoms (mainly
n-C18 and n-C16). Thus, the SDO through this route takes place by dehydration (deH2O). In parallel,
the fatty alcohols may react with the fatty acids producing long chain esters [6]. These may undergo
SDO resulting in hydrocarbons. The above-described SDO network is schematized in Figure S1
(Supplementary Material). In addition to the previously mentioned liquid phase reactions, reactions
may take place between CO2, CO, and hydrogen deliberated in the gas phase (reverse water gas shift
and methanation).

Recently, we have contributed to this subject by developing a co-precipitation methodology,
which ensures severe control of the precipitation parameters. This methodology allowed preparing
nickel–alumina catalysts with a high specific surface area, even at high nickel loading [6]. These catalysts
are very active in the SDO of sunflower oil (SFO) under solvent-free conditions and a very high
SFO volume/catalyst ratio (100 mL/1 g). This work showed that the yield of green diesel over such
catalysts is a linear function of the nickel surface exposed. The highest value of the latter and, thus, the
maximum catalytic performance was achieved over the catalyst with nickel content at about 60 wt. %
in which a good compromise between the specific surface area and nickel loading has been achieved.
This preparation methodology was then successfully applied to nickel–zirconia catalysts [7] and to
nickel–alumina catalysts promoted by molybdenum [17] and zinc [18]. Concerning the promoted
catalysts, the total amount of the nickel content was about 60 wt. % whereas the promoters exhibited
their optimum effect at very small loadings (1–6%) compared to the nickel loading (54–59%).

With the idea to extend our study to the copper promoted catalysts, we are surveying the
relevant literature. The promoting action of copper concerning nickel catalysts used in the SDO of plant
oils, biodiesel, residual fatty raw materials, and related compounds into green diesel has gained the
research interest in the last years [19–30]. Yakovlev’s group was pioneer in this subject [19–22]. They
first studied Ni monometallic and Ni-Cu bimetallic catalysts supported on CeO2, ZrO2, or CeO2-ZrO2

in the SDO of biodiesel [19,20] and then a bimetallic Ni-Cu catalyst supported on γ-Al2O3 in the
SDO of methyl palmitate and ethyl caprate [21]. The bimetallic catalysts were proved more attractive
due to their efficiency to prevent methane formation. The Ni–Cu/CeO2–ZrO2 catalyst exhibited the
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highest performance partly attributed to the presence of a Ni1−xCux (x = 0.2–0.3) solid solution as
a constituent of the active center and partly to the development of a mixed cerium-zirconium oxide
phase. The formation of the previously mentioned nickel–copper solid solution was also found in
the Ni−Cu/γ-Al2O3 catalyst [21]. The Crocker’s group has also contributed in the domain [23–26].
In the first work [23], a series of Ni/γ-Al2O3 catalysts were prepared containing 20 wt. % Ni and 0,
1, 2, and 5 wt. % Cu and studied in the SDO of tristearin, stearic acid, and triolein. The maximum
performance was obtained over the catalyst 20% Ni–5% Cu/γ-Al2O3. The promoting action of copper
was attributed to the increase in the surface of metallic nickel as well as to the suppression of surface
coking and, hence, catalyst deactivation. This may reflect the ability of Cu to curb the cracking activity
of nickel expressed in the non-promoted catalyst. This was also confirmed in the subsequent articles
reported by the group where the un-promoted 20% Ni/γ-Al2O3 catalyst was compared to the promoted
20% Ni–5% Cu/γ-Al2O3 one in the SDO of residual fatty raw materials (yellow grease and hemp
seed oil [24], waste free fatty acids, and brown grease [25]). They also compared the 20% Ni–5%
Cu/γ-Al2O3 catalyst to the 20% Ni–5% Fe/γ-Al2O3 and 20% Ni-0.5%Pt/γ-Al2O3 ones in the SDO of
waste cooking oil (WCO) [26]. A work reported by Jing et al. deals with the copper promoting action in
Ni/γ-Al2O3 catalysts containing 20 wt. % Ni and 0, 1, 3, 6, or 10 wt. % Cu in the SDO of biodiesel [27].
The maximum performance was obtained over the catalyst containing 6 wt. % Ni. The decrease in
catalytic performance as the copper loading increases from 6 to 10 wt. %, which was attributed to its
accumulation on the support surface that leads to pore blocking. As inferred in the first work of the
Crocker’s group [23], the promoting action of copper was mainly attributed to coking suppression.
Two interesting works were reported by the group of Fu in which methanol was used as a hydrogen
donor instead of gas hydrogen [28,29]. In the first work [28], copper (30 wt. %), nickel (30 wt. %), and
nickel–copper catalysts (15, 30, 60 wt. %, and Cu/Ni weight ratio = 1

2 ) supported on ZrO2 were studied
in the SDO of oleic acid. It was reported that the formation of a Cu-Ni alloy favors SDO and inhibits
cracking, which increases the catalytic performance. In the second work [29], copper (60 wt. %), nickel
(60 wt. %), copper (40 wt. %)-nickel (20 wt. %), copper (30 wt. %)-nickel (30 wt. %), and copper (20 wt.
%)-nickel (40 wt. %) catalysts supported on alumina were studied in the SDO of oleic acid. Cracking
of C–C bonds deduced by the presence of cracked paraffins was found over the nickel monometallic
catalyst. The formation of the Cu–Ni alloy in the bimetallic catalysts and the presence of partially
oxidized copper favor SDO and inhibit the cracking of the C–C bonds, which leads to enhanced
catalytic performance. A very recent work reported by Miao et al. [30] deals with two monometallic
(10 wt. % Ni/γ-Al2O3, 10 wt. % Cu/γ-Al2O3) and five bimetallic NiCu/γ-Al2O3 catalysts with Cu/Ni
ratios equal to 1/9, 3/7, 5/5, 7/3, and 9/1 used in the SDO of methyl laurate. They concluded that the
oxide precursors can be effectively reduced at 420 ◦C for 2 h into the corresponding metallic catalysts,
which is comprised of Ni0, Cu0, and NiCu alloy-supported species. The formation of the NiCu alloy
promotes the electronic interactions between Ni and Cu, which enhances catalytic performance. The
catalyst with the Cu/Ni ratio equal to 7/3 was proved to be the most active. The nickel and the copper
active centers favor, respectively, SDO through dehydration–decarbonylation and dehydration.

In conclusion, the promoting action of copper has been demonstrated. Some aspects of the
promoting action start to emerge. The copper promoting action is expressed through the increase in the
nickel dispersion and the formation of nickel-copper alloy with better catalytic behavior than nickel. It
seems that this curbs the C-C cracking activity of nickel, which depresses the formation of cracked
paraffins, methane, and carbon deposition and favors the formation of diesel range n-alkanes and
catalyst stability.

In the present work, we are continuing our research effort on co-precipitated Ni-Al2O3 catalysts by
studying the copper and promoting action in these catalysts concerning the SDO of SFO. Four catalysts
containing 60, 59, 58, and 55 wt. % Ni and 0, 1, 2, and 5 wt. % Cu, denoted by 60NiAl,
59Ni1CuAl, 58Ni2CuAl, and 55Ni5CuAl, were synthesized following the previously mentioned
rigorous co-precipitation methodology. The catalysts were characterized using various methods
and evaluated in the SDO of SFO in a semi-batch high-pressure reactor. Our approach differs from
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those mentioned above [19–30] in two points. In our study, the Cu/Ni weight ratio ranges from 0.02
to 0.09 whereas such a ratio was much higher in the studies reported so far (0.33 [19,20], 0.38 [21],
0.05–0.25 [23], 0.25 [24–26], 0.05–2. [27], 0.5 [28], 0.5–2.0 [29], and 0.1–9 [30]). The second difference is
that the evaluation of the catalysts in the present work was performed under solvent-free conditions
and the SFO volume to catalyst ratio is equal to 100 mL/1 g and the reaction time is equal to 9 h.
These correspond to an LHSV value equal to 11.1 h−1 for experiments taken place in fixed bed
reactors. These experimental conditions are very hard when compared to the corresponding ones
reported in the previous works. The choice of SFO as feedstock was done by taking into account that
genetically-modified sunflower grown on marginal land has been identified as sustainable biofuel
source because it does not encroach upon arable lands [31].

2. Experimental

2.1. Synthesis of the Catalysts

The hydroxide precursors of the catalysts studied were prepared by co-precipitation using
an aqueous solution of Al3+, Ni2+, and Cu2+ nitrate salts [Al (NO3)29H20, Ni (NO3)26H2O, Cu
(NO3)23H2O, E. Merck]. This solution was in a funnel and was added drop-by-drop to a vessel
containing 330 mL distilled water in which the pH was adjusted to 8 by NH4OH. NH4OH 30% solution
(Carlo Erba Reagents) was used in a pH-control system (Metrhom) for keeping pH equal to 8 in
the previously mentioned vessel during co-precipitation. Figure S2 presents the set-up used and
gives more details. Even more experimental details have been reported elsewhere [6,7]. The rate of
introduction of the mixed nitrate solution into the co-precipitation vessel was equal to 1.2 mL/min
instead 0.7 mL/min adopted in Reference [6]. Using this rate, we prepared both the copper promoted
and the non-promoted catalysts. The precipitated hydroxides were dried at 110 ◦C for 24 h. The dried
hydroxides were decomposed to the corresponding oxides by heating them gradually under argon
flow of 30 mL/min for 40 min. This time period was necessary for increasing the temperature from 25
to 400 ◦C. The final catalysts were then synthesized by reduction (activation) of the oxide precursors
under hydrogen flow (30 mL/min) at 400 ◦C for 2.5 h.

2.2. Catalysts Characterization

The physicochemical properties of the catalysts were determined using various techniques.
A porosimeter (Micromeritics, Tristar 3000) was used for determining the values of a specific surface
area and the pore size distribution. The XRD patterns used for determining the crystal phases and the
mean size of nanocrystals (Scherer’s relationship) were recorded in a Brucker D8 Advance diffractometer.
The catalyst morphology was determined by SEM and their composition by EDS. A SEMJEOL JSM6300
microscope with an ED spectrometer was used in all cases. The catalysts’ nanostructure was investigated
by TEM using a JEOL JEM-2100 system. The surface analysis of the catalysts was obtained by XPS
measurements using a MAX200 (LEYBOLD/SPECS) electron spectrometer. The NH3-TPD experiments
for determining the acid sites were carried out in a laboratory-developed set up. The above techniques
were applied on the final catalysts. In contrast, the H2-TPR experiments were performed in the oxide
precursors. Characterization details have been reported elsewhere [6,7,10,17,18,31–34].

2.3. Catalytic Tests

A semi-batch reactor was used in all cases. The experiments were carried out at 310 ◦C, H2

pressure, a rate equal to 40 bar and 100 mL/min, respectively, and ratio of sunflower oil volume to
catalyst mass equal 100 mL/1 g. The catalytic experiments were monitored for 9 h and performed
under solvent-free conditions. Samples withdrawn from the reactor liquid phase were analyzed by GC
(Shimadzu GC-2010, column: SUPELCO, MET-Biodiesel, l = 14 m, d = 0.53 mm, tf = 0.16 μm) and
GC-MS (GC-MS-QP2010 Ultra). The accuracy of the catalytic results was determined by performing
several runs twice. The results differed less than 2% in all cases. Experimental and theoretical mass
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balance determined for all catalytic tests differ less than ±3%. Experimental details were reported in
previous contributions [6,7,10,17,18,31].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Catalysts Characterization

The SEM microphotographs recorded at various magnifications were similar to those published
previously [6] and showed the presence of micro grains of different sizes and interparticle macro
pores as well. Typical pictures for the 60NiAl and 58Ni2CuAl catalysts are presented in Figure S3.
The elemental analysis, performed by EDS, indicated compositions very close to the nominal ones for
the catalysts prepared. In fact, the percentage composition in nickel/copper determined for the 60NiAl,
59Ni1CuAl, 58Ni2CuAl, and 55Ni5CuAl catalysts were, respectively, equal to 59.8, 58.8/1.3, 57.3/2.3,
and 55.5/6.0. A typical example of the EDS analysis concerning the 58Ni2CuAl catalyst is illustrated in
Figure S4.

Figure 1 illustrates the pore volume distribution curves obtained for the catalysts studied.
The curves show a mono-modal or bimodal pore size distribution in the range of 2–100 nm. The first
and the second peak are centered at about 3 and 4–5 nm, respectively. More precisely, the pore size
distribution curve of 60NiAl catalyst exhibits a single peak in the previously mentioned range centered
at about 3 nm. The addition of a small amount of Cu (59Ni1CuAl catalyst) provoked the rise of an
additional peak centered at 4–5 nm. Further increase of Cu content (58Ni2CuAl catalyst) resulted in the
disappearance of the peak at 3 nm and the intensification of that centered at 4–5 nm. Adding higher
Cu content (55Ni5CuAl catalyst) provoked the re-appearance of the bi-modal pore-size distribution
curve but with lower intensity. In all catalysts studied, an additional broad but less intensive peak is
observed in the range of pore diameter >100 nm. Thus, the solids prepared exhibit mainly mesoporous
texture with the most pores concentrated in the range of 3–5 nm. This implies solids with a very high
specific surface area and a very small mean pore diameter. Inspection of Table 1 shows that this is
the case. The somewhat smaller value of specific surface area obtained for the 58Ni2CuAl catalyst
reflects the disappearance of the pore-size distribution peak at 3.0 nm. It is notable that the addition of
copper is bringing no negligible changes in the texture of the catalysts studied, which depend on the
copper content.

Figure 1. Pore volume distribution curves obtained for the catalysts studied.
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Table 1. BET Specific Surface Area (SSABET), Specific Pore Volume (SPV), and Mean Pore Diameter
(MPD) of the catalysts studied.

Catalyst SSABET (m2/g) SPV (cm3/g) MPD (nm)

60NiAl 247 0.30 4.84
59Ni1CuAl 285 0.43 6.03
58Ni2CuAl 192 0.33 6.91
55Ni5CuAl 230 0.33 5.74

The XRD patterns obtained after activation of the catalysts are illustrated in Figure 2. Inspection of
this figure shows that NiO is predominant in the 60NiAl catalyst (main peaks 2θ: 37.2, 43.3, 62.9, and
75.4◦/PDF-2 2003 # 47-1049). Moreover, the peaks assigned to metallic nickel, Ni0, (2θ: 44.3, 51.6 and
76.1◦/PDF-2 2003 # 01-1258) are also observed.

Figure 2. XRD patterns of the catalysts studied. The dashed lines correspond to the most important
diffractions of the expected phases: (o) Ni0, (*) NiO or Ni0.95Cu0.5O, (+) Cu0, (ˆ) CuO. The deconvolution
of the peak at 2θ ~37◦ (inset) indicates the presence of CuO (red peak).

The addition of Cu to the nickel–alumina catalyst results in the disappearance of the previously
mentioned peaks attributed to Ni0. Cu favors the dispersion of Ni (as it is shown below by XPS) and
the too small Ni0 crystallites are not any more detectable by XRD. The formation of small amounts of
Ni0.95Cu0.05O with diffraction peaks at 2θ 37.2, 43.3, 62.8, and 75.4◦ (PDF-2 2003 # 78-0644) cannot be
excluded in the samples 59Ni1CuAl and 58Ni2CuAl while taking into account that the nominal Cu/Ni
ratio in these samples is equal to 0.0157 and 0.0319, respectively, whereas this ratio in the mixed oxide
is equal to 0.053. Therefore, copper is not in a sufficient quantity to form exclusively Ni0.95Cu0.5O.
The absence of additional peaks relevant to copper phases, for instance copper/copper oxide, could be
attributed to the copper entrapment in the Ni0.95Cu0.5O and/or to the formation of nanoparticles below
the XRD identification limit. In the sample 55Ni5CuAl with nominal Cu/Ni ratio equal to 0.084, the
formation of Ni0.95Cu0.5O is also probable, though a portion of copper is identified as metallic, Cu0,
through its characteristic peaks at 2θ 50.4 and 74.1◦ (PDF-2 2003 # 85-1326). The deconvolution of
the asymmetric peak at 2θ ~37◦ indicated the presence of a monoclinic phase of CuO in this sample
(see inset in Figure 2), which is revealed by its characteristic peak at 35.5◦ (PDF-2 2003 # 80-0076).
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The absence of any peak due to alumina indicates that this oxide is largely amorphous. The nickel and
copper surface speciation is further investigated by XPS.

Based on the XRD peak at 37.2◦, we have calculated the mean size of the NiO/Ni0.95Cu0.5O
nanocrystals using the Scherer’s relationship. It was found equal to about 5.5 nm. The TEM images of
the promoted catalysts showed a rather uniform particle size distribution with a similar mean value.
A typical image is illustrated in Figure S4.

Ex-situ XPS was performed on the promoted catalysts and resulted in the expected detection of Ni,
Al, Cu, and O. Organic carbon from a surface contamination layer was also detected. Figure 3A shows
the Ni2p3/2 spectral region of the promoted catalysts studied by XPS. The main 2p3/2 component at BE
equal to 856 eV is attributed to Ni2+. These spectra show that only traces of Ni0 (less than 5% of the
Ni2+) are present in these catalysts, which is in good agreement with the XRD results.

Figure 3. The XP spectra of the promoted catalysts studied: (A) The Ni2p3/2 spectral region, (B) the
Cu2p3/2 spectral region, and (C) the Al2p–Ni3p spectral region.

Figure 3B shows the Cu2p3/2 region of the Cu-containing catalysts. Since the Cu-related spectral
intensity is small, especially for the 59Ni1CuAl and 58Ni2CuAl catalysts, the Cu2p3/2 spectra for the
latter two catalysts in Figure 3B represent the average of 5 and 3 scans, respectively, whereas only one
scan was collected for Cu2p3/2 in the 55Ni5CuAl catalyst as well as for all other spectra presented
in this section. The Cu2p3/2 peaks are relatively broad and could be described as a superposition of
two states, ~932.5 eV (Cu0 or Cu+1) and ~933.7 eV (Cu+2). The low BE state is predominant in the
55Ni5CuAl and 59Ni1CuAl catalysts (FWHM 2.6 and 2.8 eV, respectively), whereas the two states are
comparable in the 58Ni2CuAl catalyst (FWHM 3.2 eV). The main Cu Auger LMM peaks (not shown)
indicate only very small amounts of Cu0 in the 55Ni5CuAl sample.

Figure 3C shows the broad Ni3p spectral region, which, in all cases, is superimposed by the sharp
Al2p peak at a BE of 73.9 ± 0.1 eV, as expected for Al2O3. The area of this peak can be fairly accurately
determined by drawing a linear background, as shown in Figure 3C.
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The above, in conjunction with the XRD results, provide a deeper insight concerning the
nickel–copper surface speciation. Ni2+, Cu0, Cu +1, and Cu+2 phases, which is very likely among
Ni0.95Cu0.5O, are present on the surface of the promoted catalysts. The expected formation of alumina
was also confirmed.

Table 2 summarizes quantitative surface analysis results obtained by using XPS data (areas of
Ni2p3/2, Cu2p3/2, and Al2p peak). More details were reported in Reference [6]. The results are
compared with the corresponding calculated nominal atomic bulk compositions, based on the catalyst
preparation procedure. The first row in Table 2 shows the corresponding data from measurements on
the non-promoted 60NiAl catalyst [6]. One has to notice that the XPS-derived Ni/Al ratio is always
larger than the nominal one in the bulk of the corresponding Cu-promoted catalyst (the more so,
the higher the Cu content). Furthermore, this ratio is always larger than the corresponding ratio for the
non-promoted catalyst (the more so, the higher the Cu content) even though the nominal Ni content in
the Cu-containing catalysts should be, in all cases, somewhat smaller than that in the non-promoted
one. This suggests that the presence of Cu species tends to increase the dispersion of the Ni-phase in
proportion to its content, which is in agreement with the literature [23].

Table 2. Quantitative XPS results and comparison with the respective calculated nominal atomic
compositions in the bulk.

Catalyst
Average Atomic

Proportions (XPS) 1
Ni/Al

(Nominal)
Cu/Al

(Nominal)
Cu/Ni

(Nominal)
Cu/Ni (XPS) 2

60NiAl Al:Ni = 1:1.24 1.30 - - -
59Ni1CuAl Al:Ni:Cu = 1:1.51:0.012 1.28 0.020 0.0157 0.0079
58Ni2CuAl Al:Ni:Cu = 1:1.70:0.050 1.26 0.040 0.0319 0.0294
55Ni5CuAl Al:Ni:Cu = 1:1.82:0.232 1.19 0.100 0.0840 0.1270
(1) Estimated uncertainty ±10% on the stated Ni and Cu values. (2) Estimated uncertainty ±20% on the stated ratios.

Another interesting observation concerns the relative surface concentration of copper in the
promoted catalysts reflected in the Cu/Al ratios. The XPS Cu/Al ratio is lower than the nominal one in
the 59Ni1CuAl catalyst. This presumably indicates that the much larger amount of NiO nanoparticles
in this catalyst partially cover the copper species during the Ni0.95Cu0.5O phase. This is also reflected
in the value of XPS Cu/Ni atomic ratio, which is much lower than the nominal value. In the 58Ni2CuAl
catalyst, the XPS Cu/Al atomic ratio is comparable to the nominal one and the value of XPS Cu/Ni
atomic ratio is close to the nominal value. Both indicate that there is no considerable masking of the
Ni0.95Cu0.5O by the NiO nanoparticles. The situation is very different in the 55Ni5CuAl catalyst where
both the XPS Cu/Al and Cu/Ni atomic ratios are higher than the corresponding nominal ones. These
indicate that the CuO and Cu0 nanoparticles detected by XRD may situate on the top of Ni0.95Cu0.5O
nanoparticles. Thus, the joint use of XRD and XPS characterization shed light on the relative location of
the nickel and copper nanoparticles formed on the promoted samples in addition to surface speciation.

The previously mentioned ex-situ characterization indicated the formation of nickel and copper
non-metallic phases. Only in the 55Ni5CuAl catalyst, metallic copper was, in addition, detected.
The absence of metallic phases could be attributed either to no formation of these phases upon activation
or to the extensive surface re-oxidation of the Ni0 and Cu0 due to the atmospheric exposure. In order
to clarify this point, we performed H2-TPR. Figure 4 shows the H2-TPR curves of the catalysts studied.
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Figure 4. H2-TPR profiles of the catalysts studied.

The H2-TPR profile of the sample 60NiAl is characterized by two well-distinguished peaks.
The first small size symmetric peak with a maximum at ~300 ◦C is assigned to the reduction of NiO
nanoparticles weakly interacting with alumina [31,35,36]. These particles are created in the precursor
state during the thermal treatment of the sample under Ar. The addition of Cu up to 2% decreases
the size of this peak, which suggests a decrease of the relatively bigger NiO nanoparticles and, thus,
weakly interacting with alumina. This is in line with the increase in the nickel dispersion inferred
by XPS. The very high peak at about 300 ◦C in the sample with the higher Cu loading (55Ni5CuAl)
is attributed to the reduction of CuO to Cu0 [23,27–29]. There is no doubt that both the previously
mentioned NiO and CuO reductions occur upon activation taking place at 400 ◦C. It is plausible
assuming that the metallic nickel (copper) formed is entirely (partially) re-oxidized upon atmosphere
exposure, which is in agreement with the XRD and XPS results. The second broad peak is assigned
to various Ni-oxo species strongly interacting with the alumina and resembling the hardly reduced
NiAl2O4 phase [31,35,36]. The addition of Cu is causing a slight shift of the maximum of the broad peak
toward higher temperatures, which likely indicates the increase in the NiO/Ni0.95Cu0.5O dispersion
deduced by XPS. Taking into account that (i) the low temperature extreme of the broad reduction
band is located below 400 ◦C, (ii) the catalysts activation-reduction time (2.5 h), and (iii) the transient
character of the H2-TPR method, we are arguing that the reduction of the NiO/Ni0.95Cu0.5O and CuO
species present in the precursor catalysts are reduced in great extent upon activation. Then these are
re-oxidized upon atmospheric exposure. This is in line with the literature. In fact, Miao et al. [30]
reported that the oxidic precursors are reduced at 420 ◦C for 2 h into the corresponding metallic
catalysts, comprised from Ni0, Cu0, and NiCu alloy-supported species. In conclusion, the NiO, CuO,
and Ni0.95Cu0.5O species deduced by the Ex-situ characterization had been presumably transformed in
a great extent into Ni0, Cu0, and a Ni-Cu alloy very rich in nickel catalysts upon activation. To further
investigate this point, we are performing the following experiment for the 58Ni2CuAl catalyst, taken as
an example. The precursor catalyst was activated in the TPR set–up at 400 ◦C for 2.5 h, the temperature
was reduced at 100 ◦C under hydrogen flow, and the H2-TPR experiment was performed in situ for the
activated catalyst (Figure 5). A comparison of the H2-TPR profiles of the precursor and the activated
catalyst clearly shows that inception point of catalyst reduction was shifted from ~200 to ~450 ◦C
after catalyst activation whereas the amount of the reduced species was considerably reduced. This
corroborates our previous assumption that the NiO, CuO, and Ni0.95Cu0.5O species deduced by the Ex-
situ characterization had been transformed in a great extent into Ni0, Cu0, and a Ni-Cu alloy very rich
in nickel upon activation. This is not the case for the like NiAl2O4 surface phase since the reduction
above 700 ◦C is similar for the precursor and activated catalyst. This phase seems to be well dispersed
and, thus, it is not detectable by XRD. In this point, one may wonder whether the Ni0, Cu0, and a
Ni-Cu species re-oxidized upon exposure in air are actually present in the functional catalysts working
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under a very reducible atmosphere (hydrogen pressure 40 bar). There is strong evidence that it is
actually the case.

Figure 5. H2-TPR profiles of the 58Ni2CuAl precursor catalyst (A) and of the same catalyst after its
in-situ activation at 400 ◦C for 2.5 h (B).

In fact, Totong et al. [37] have recorded the H2-TPR profiles after chemical activation (reduction by
NaBH2) of nickel catalyst (10 wt. % Ni) supported on CeO2-ZrO2 and its exposure in air. The H2-TPR
profile exhibited re-reduction peaks. Moreover, the formation of the Ni-Cu alloy has been reported
several times in the literature [19–23,28–30]. The formation of the Cu–Ni alloy favors SDO and inhibits
cracking of the C–C bonds, which leads to enhanced catalytic performance [23,28,29]. Extending the
picture, we had outlined the local arrangement of nickel and copper oxide species into the reduced ones.
We are visualizing the surface speciation in the functional catalysts. In the 59Ni1CuAl catalyst, the
much larger amount of Ni0 nanoparticles covers partially the Ni-Cu alloy, whereas, in the 58Ni2CuAl
catalyst, there is no considerable masking of this Ni-Cu alloy by the Ni0 nanoparticles. Lastly, in the
58Ni5CuAl catalyst, a portion of Cu0 nanoparticles partially cover the Ni-Cu alloy ones.

The acidity of the catalysts has been studied by NH3-TPD. Figure 6 reveals that all catalysts exhibit
mainly weak (desorption temperature range <300 ◦C) and relatively low moderate (desorption
temperature range 300–450 ◦C) and very low strong (desorption temperature range >450 ◦C)
acidity [17,38,39]. A small addition of Cu (59Ni1CuAl) increases total acidity. However, this trend is
reversed as the Cu loading is further increased. It is interesting that the sample with the maximum
copper content exhibits considerably low weak/moderate acidity and relatively high strong acidity.

Figure 6. NH3-TPD curves of the catalysts studied.
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3.2. Catalysts Evaluation

A representative chromatogram taken after sampling the liquid phase of the reactor is depicted in
Figure 7.

Figure 7. A typical gas chromatogram of a liquid sample received from the reactor upon transformation
of SFO into green over the 58Ni2CuAl catalyst (reaction time= 4 h): C15. Pentadecane, C16. Hexadecane,
C17. Heptadecane, C18. Octadecane, 1. Palmitic acid, 2. Stearic acid/ethyl stearate, 3. Propyl stearate, 4.
Palmityl stearate, 5. Stearyl stearate, 6. 2(octadecyloxy) ethyl stearate, 7. Distearine. (Reaction
conditions: 310 ◦C, 40 bar hydrogen pressure, hydrogen flow rate = 100 mL/min (STP), reactant volume
to catalyst mass ratio = 100 mL/1 g).

Inspection of the chromatograms in conjunction with the study of GC-MS spectra showed
the presence of the non–reacted SFO and normal alkanes in the diesel range (n-C17, n-C18, n-C15,
and n-C16). Hydrocarbons with a smaller number of carbon atoms are not detected in the liquid
phase of the reaction mixture. We have detected intermediate compounds such as acids (palmitic
and stearic acid), propyl and ethyl esters (ethyl stearate and propyl stearate), bigger esters (palmityl
stearate, stearyl stearate, 2(octadecyloxy) ethyl stearate), and saturated diglycerides (distearine). In the
gas phase, we have detected propane, CO, CO2, and CH4. The same products were detected in the
presence of the non-promoted and the promoted catalysts, which suggests no considerable influence of
copper on the entire SDO reaction network described in the introduction.

The variation with time of the conversion of SFO and the composition of the liquid reaction
mixture in hydrocarbons, acids, and esters, determined over the most active catalyst 58Ni2CuAl,
is illustrated in Figure 8.

Inspection of this figure shows that the composition in total hydrocarbons and each hydrocarbon
separately increase monotonically with time. In contrast, the composition in the intermediate total
acids and esters increases initially with time and then it decreases. Similar kinetic curves were obtained
for all the catalysts evaluated in the present work. This suggests no considerable influence of copper
on the SDO mechanistic scheme described in the introduction for the nickel-based catalysts.
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Figure 8. Kinetics of the SFO selective deoxygenation over the most active catalyst (58Ni2CuAl).
(Reaction conditions: 310 ◦C, 40 bar hydrogen pressure, hydrogen flow rate = 100 mL/min (STP),
reactant volume to catalyst mass ratio = 100 mL/1 g).

Figure 9 presents the conversion of SFO, and the composition of the liquid reaction mixture in
total n-alkanes, acids, and esters, determined after 9 h of the reaction.

Figure 9. Evaluation parameters obtained for the SDO of SFO over the catalysts studied at reaction time
equal to 9 h (Reaction conditions: 310 ◦C, 40 bar hydrogen pressure, hydrogen flow rate = 100 mL/min
(STP), reactant volume to catalyst mass ratio = 100 mL/1 g).

A very high conversion is obtained in all cases. The most important intermediate products are
esters and fatty acids with their compositions in the reaction mixture in the range of 13–18% and
13–20%, respectively. The most important finding is that copper considerably increases the composition
of the liquid reaction mixture in total hydrocarbons in the diesel range, which is the most significant
evaluation parameter from the practical point-of-view. The effect is more pronounced in the presence
of 58Ni2CuAl catalyst, where an increase of 17.2% has been obtained with respect to the non-promoted
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60NiAl catalyst. Therefore, the promoting action of copper is clearly emerged for the first time for
catalysts with a very small Cu/Ni weight ratio (0.02–0.09) operating under solvent-free conditions and
very high SFO volume-to-catalyst ratio (100 mL/1 g) and a reaction time of 9 h. These correspond
to an LHSV value equal to 11.1 h−1 for experiments taken place in fixed bed reactors. Therefore,
the values of the composition of the liquid reaction mixture in total hydrocarbons obtained in the
present experiments correspond to the mean value obtained for experiments taken place in a fixed
bed reactor at LHSV value equal to 1 h−1 and time on stream of 100 h. This is in conjunction with the
almost linear increase of this evaluation parameter (Figure 8) with time providing a strong evidence
for the relatively high stability of the catalysts tested.

At this point, it should be noted that the commercially produced green diesel initially contains
saturated hydrocarbons with carbon atoms in the range of C15–C18, mainly C17 and C18, as in
the present work. These linear hydrocarbons improve the ignition properties (cetane number) of
fuel, but reduce its flow characteristics. Thus, an effort has been undertaken to improve the latter.
Yeletsky et al. [40] have reviewed this issue, which presented recent advances. One may also notice
that the yield of total hydrocarbons obtained over the most active catalyst studied was 71.5% (the rest
being mainly high molecular weight esters and free fatty acids (Figure 9)). However, the hydrocarbons
yield can be very easily increased to 100% by a slight decrease in the “volume of SFO to catalyst
mass” ratio.

Figure 10 illustrates the composition of the liquid product in n-alkanes obtained over the catalysts
studied at 9 h of the reaction.

Figure 10. Composition of the liquid product in n-alkanes with odd and even numbers of carbon
atoms obtained over the catalysts studied at reaction time equal to 9 h (Reaction conditions: 310 ◦C,
40 bar hydrogen pressure, hydrogen flow rate = 100 mL/min (STP), reactant volume to catalyst mass
ratio = 100 mL/1 g).

It is seen that the content of the reaction mixture in hydrocarbons with an odd number of carbon
atoms (n-C15 and mainly n-C17) are considerably higher than that of the corresponding ones with even
carbon atoms (n-C16 and n-C18). In fact, the values obtained for the ratios (n-C17/(n-C17+n-C18)) and
(n-C15/(n-C15+n-C16)) are, respectively, centered in the range of 0.97–0.95 and 0.86–0.77, which indicates
that SDO mainly proceeds via deH2O-deCO rather than through deH2O as expected for nickel
catalysts [5–8,10,17,18,31]. The above indicate that the presence of small amounts of copper does not
disturb the SDO mechanism.
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It seems to us reasonable to relate the copper-promoting action to the increase of nickel dispersion
brought about by copper, which is deduced by XPS. However, the monotonous increase of Ni dispersion
with the Cu content (Table 2) is not compatible with the volcano-like trend of catalytic performance and
its maximization over the catalyst with the medium Cu content (58Ni2CuAl). The inferred formation
of a Ni-Cu alloy on the base of catalyst characterization should be another crucial factor [19–23,28–30].
The close location of Ni and Cu atoms inside the alloy allows the development of electronic interactions
between these two elements, which may influence the intensity of adsorption of hydrogen and several
key intermediates and, thus, the catalytic performance to hydrocarbons [30]. It is known that the
intensity of adsorption for hydrogen, oxygen, carbon, and several organic molecules is lower on
copper when compared to nickel [41] and this could explain the different catalytic behavior exhibited
from monometallic nickel and Ni-Cu alloys in several catalytic reactions [42]. As already concluded
on the surface of the 59Ni1CuAl and 55Ni5CuAl catalysts, a portion of the more active Ni-Cu alloy
nanoparticles is covered by Ni0 and Cu0 nanoparticles, respectively. On the contrary, there is no
considerable masking of this Ni-Cu alloy in the 58Ni2CuAl catalyst explaining its highest catalytic
performance. The latter could be secondarily attributed to the mono-modal pore size distribution
exhibited by this catalyst, centered at about 4.5 nm (Figure 1), which presumably facilitates the
reactants/products’ mass transfer. The relatively low performance of the 55Ni5CuAl catalyst with
respect to the 59Ni1CuAl and 58Ni2CuAl catalysts could be partly attributed to its remarkably low
weak/moderate acidity and the relatively high strong acidity. The former favors SDO whereas the
second catalytic cracking results in coking [5].

A direct comparison of the present catalytic results with those of the literature ones is not an
easy task. This is due to the high diversity of the set ups (fixed bed, batch, semi-batch), experimental
conditions (temperatures: 250–400 ◦C, hydrogen pressures: 5–40 bar, equivalent LHSV values: 1–7 h−1),
and feedstocks (biodiesel, methyl palmitate, ethyl caprate, tristearin, stearic acid, yellow grease, hemp
seed oil, waste free fatty acids, brown grease, oleic acid, methyl laurate, and sunflower oil) used
in the relevant works [19–30]. However, some useful conclusions could be drawn by comparing
the present results with the literature results. First, it should be mentioned that, even though the
non-promoted catalyst (60NiAl) is very active when compared to the current catalysts, a yield of
61.2% of total hydrocarbons was obtained over this catalyst working under solvent-free conditions
and an equivalent LHSV value equal to 11.1 h−1. In spite of this high activity, the presence of a
very small amount of copper is sufficient to considerably increase the previously mentioned yield.
The maximum promoting action of copper in the present work is obtained in the 58Ni2CuAl catalyst
with a Cu/Ni weight ratio equal to 0.034, which is much smaller to those obtained in the other relevant
works [19–30]. We are attributing this difference to the preparation method followed in the present
study (controlled co-precipitation). This method results initially in the formation of layered double
hydroxide precipitates in which the Ni2+, Cu2+, and Al3+ ions are atomically mixed in the basal layers
of the double hydroxide [43–45]. This, in turn, facilitates the well mixing of very small alumina, NiO,
CuO, and Ni0.95Cu0.5O particles formed in the subsequent thermal step (heating under argon) and,
thus, the well mixing and high dispersion of the Ni0, Cu0, and Ni-Cu alloy rich in nickel is formed
upon activation. The high-level synergy between the Ni0 hydrogenation sites and Cu0 sites inside the
Ni-Cu alloy seems to be the main reason for the promoting action of copper.

As already mentioned, the presence of copper does not change practically in the SDO network
followed in metallic nickel catalysts where the deH2O-deCO pathway predominates. This is in
agreement with the literature. In fact, copper has a weak effect, if any, on SDO mechanism. The
Ni-Cu bimetallic catalysts still prefer catalyzing the deH2O-deCO pathway [19,23]. A shift of the
mechanism from the deH2O-deCO to the deH2O pathway takes place in copper-promoted catalysts
above a critical Cu/Ni weight ratio much higher than those studied in the present work. For example,
Miao et al. [30] have been recently reported where the SDO network changes from deH2O-deCO
to the deH2O pathway at a Cu/Ni weight ratio higher than 2.3. The relatively high concentration
of the intermediate esters determined in the present study (Figure 9) was compared to most of the
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relevant works [19–30], which can be effortlessly related to the solvent-free conditions adopted in the
present study. This facilitates the bimolecular esterification between the intermediates’ fatty acids and
fatty alcohols.

4. Conclusions

Copper doping considerably increases the catalytic performance of the nickel–alumina
co-precipitated catalysts (60 wt. % Ni) for the transformation of SFO into green diesel whereas
it does not affect the SDO reaction network. The effect is more pronounced in the catalyst containing
2 wt. % copper (58Ni2CuAl), where a 17.2% increase of green diesel content in the liquid product has
been achieved with respect to the non-promoted catalyst, 60NiAl. The promoting action of copper is
demonstrated for the first time for catalysts with a very small Cu/Ni weight ratio (0.02–0.09). This was
attributed to the increase in the nickel dispersion caused by copper and to the formation of a Ni-Cu
alloy very rich in nickel, which is considered more active than nickel. In the 59Ni1CuAl and 55Ni5CuAl
catalysts, a portion of the Ni-Cu alloy is covered by Ni0 and Cu0 nanoparticles, respectively. On the
contrary, there is no considerable masking of this Ni-Cu alloy in the 58Ni2CuAl catalyst, which explains
its highest catalytic performance. The relatively low performance of the 55Ni5CuAl catalyst could be
partly attributed to its remarkably low weak/moderate acidity and the relatively high strong acidity.
The former favors SDO whereas the second catalytic cracking results in coking.
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